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INTRODUCTION 

SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT SELF-STUDY 

What is self-study? 

Self-study is a method of presenting information which allows 
a student to study independently and proceed at his own pace. 
The subject matter is carefully organized into a logical 
sequence and presented in discrete steps. The student parti
cipates actively at every step. 

By what methods can self-study courses be presented? 

Textbooks are the most commonly used medium for presenting 
self-study courses. Other methods include audio tapes, video 
tapes, motion pictures and even live teachers. The choice of 
medium depends on the activities the student will engage in 
for the most efficient learning. This course will use one 
other medium and that is the system itself. 

What principles of self-study should a student know? 

These are some fundamental principles that the student should 
know in ,order to use a self-study course effectively. 

1. Logical Sequence. The order of topics in the textbook 
assures that information is presented to the student only 
when he is ready to learn it. 

2. Discrete Steps. The material is presented in easily 
learned segments. The student concentrates on one topic 
at a time and is never forced to absorb a mass of facts 
all at once. 

3. Active Responding. People learn by doing, not by being 
"lectured at" and not by just reading. Therefore, each 
topic requires the student to respond by doing something 
with each fact. 

4. Immediate Confirmation. In this self-study course the 
student responds by operating the' system. The text will 
direct the student through an operation, give him a chance 
to do it, then tell him what should have happened. 

5. Self-pacing. Not all people learn at the same rate. 
Self-study lets the student pick the pace that suits him. 
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Do self-study courses bring the student to an end point or is 
further instruction required? 

Each course is a complete instructional package. However, no 
course tries to exhaust its subject, and the student is required 
to learn more on the job by actually applying what he has 
learned through self-study. In some cases the student is 
directed to attend a follow-up classroom session. 

What materials are provided for self-study courses? 

The mat~rials vary somewhat. The main types of materials are: 

1. Text. The self-study courses are built around a student 
text which for most courses is a single book. In general, 
the textbooks are meant to be reused. 

2. Illustrations. Many courses have a separate book or books 
of illustrations, also reusable; however, some have illus
trations printed in the text, just like conventional text
books. 

3. Student Materials. Some courses provide materials for the 
student to keep when he completes a course. Examples of 
student materials found in different courses are: 

a. Notebook. A special booklet in which the. student is 
directed to write specified things during his study 
of the text. 

b. Problem Book. A workbook containing problems, 
exercises, and quizzes. 

c. Reference Handbook. A reference book designed to be 
used in conjunction with a programmed text. 

4. Examination. Some courses provide final examinations; 
some also provide intermediate examinations. 

What does a self-study text look like? 

There is no standard format for self-study texts. The format 
will depend on the medium used in the course. 
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COURSE DESCRIPTION 

SYSTEM/32 DATA FILE UTILITY (DFU) FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

This self-study course is designed to teach you how to operate 
the System/32 using DFU. It is a self-study course where you will 
learn by reading material and by doing exercises on the system. 

Prerequisite: -

The student is expected to be able to operate the System/32. 
Attendance at the Data Processing Concepts Course (Y2050) or 
equivalent experience is recommended. 

What material is used in this course? 

The self-study course consists of: 

Self-Study Text SR30-0069 

In addition to the above material, the student must have access 
to the following system manuals: 

IBM System/32 utilities Program 
Product Reference Manual -
Data File utility 

IBM System/32 Messages Guide -
utilities Program Product 

IBM System/32 Utilities Program 
Product Reference Manual -
Source Entry utility 

IBM System/32 Operator's Guide 

What is the main strategy of the,course? 

SC2l-7600 

SC2l-76l8 

SC2l-7605 

GC2l-7593 

The course is based on the idea that experience is the best 
teacher. Therefore, this hands-on self-study course combines 
the ideas of hands-on experience and the learner-paced format 
of self-study. 

Who should study this course? 

System operators, programmers, implementers and others who 
have a need to learn and apply DFU facilities. 
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What is the time period within which the student is expected to 
complete the course? 

study time will require approximately 6 hours for most students. 

Self-study courses are not intended to be studied eight hours 
a day, and students should be aware of this before beginning 
the course. Gaps are likely to occur in the student's schedule, 
but interruptions of a day or more should not occur in the 
study program. Each topic has an estimated required study time. 
Break points should be taken between topics. 

How self-study should be studied. 

1. Self-study requires careful concentration. You 
should not be disturbed during your study. 

2. Do not try to memorize as you read and do not 
take notes as you proceed through the text. 

3. Try to iron out any difficulties for yourself. 
If you have trouble, you will learn more if you 
struggle with it than if you call for help. It 
is permissible to reread previous sections, or 
to ,read ahead, in order to figure out the answer 
to'a problem. 

4. No marks of any kind should be made in the student 
text if the course will be given again to another 
student. 

Course Content 

This course consists of seven exercises which will use all the 
facilities of the Data File utilities for the System/32, 
hereafter referred to as DFU. 

The seven exercises will include loading two data files, 
updating a data file, inquiring into a data file, and three 
exercises which will list one or both of the two data files 
previously loaded. The two data files which we will use in 
this course consist of: 

1. an inventory master file~ and 

2. a transaction file which would update the inventory 
master file. 

In addition,_ a preliminary step will be taken to prepare the 
System/32 for the running of the DFU exercises. This will 
involve using another IBM utility named the Source Entry utility 
(SEU) to load two RPG II modules, representing the two data files. 
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STUDY SCHEDULE 

(NOTE: The estimated study times are average times. A student 
may take more or less time for anyone topic.) 

STUDY ITEMS ESTIMATED TIMES 

INTRODUCTION TO COURSE 15 mins 

SYSTEM PREPARATION 50 mins 

EXERCISE 1 60 mins 

EXERCISE 2 30 mins 

EXERCISE 3 30 mins 

EXERCISE 4 20 mins 

EXERCISE 5 20 mins 

EXERCISE 6 30 mins 

EXERCISE 7 45 mins 

5 hrs 

The timings on exercises tend to shorten as the course proceeds. 
This is largely due to the student becoming more familiar with 
DFU rather than to the relative complexity of the exercises. 

Including normal break periods between exercises, the course 
duration should be approximately six hours exclusive of lunch. 

During the course you will be creating two files of data. In 
addition, you will store other information in the computer for 
reference. 

WARNING: The data files and the other information stored for use 
during this course may cause a conflict with similar items used by 
your company (the names might be the same). If your company uses 
data files named either INVENT or TRANS on the IBM System/32, use 
other names of your choice throughout this course. Likewise, if 
your company uses library member names like those that follow, use 
different ones during the course. 

SOURCE MEMBERS 

QINVEN 
QTRANS 
QEX7S 

5 

LOAD MEMBERS 

QEXl 
QEX2 
QEX3 
QEX4 

QEX5 
QEX6 
QEX7 
QEX8 
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SYSTEM PREPARATION 
(SOURCE MEMBER LOADING) 

Before we begin the seven exercises, we must load two RPG II 
source members each of. which will represent one of the two data 
files. These source members will describe each of the data files 
and the records contained therein. Later, when we run our DFU 
exercises, we will be referring to these source members in order 
to run our programs. 

At this time familiarize yourself with Chapter 8 of the'DFU 
Reference Manual (SC2l-7600). It is titled 'RPG II Source 
Member c and gives a brief overview of the type of RPG II entries 
we will be making. 

In order to enter these source members, we must use the System/32 
Source Entry Utility, commonly referred to as SEU. We will guide 
you through the entry of these source members using SEU. In 
addition, you should have available the IBM System/32 utilities 
Program Product Reference Manual - Source Entry utility (SC2l-7605) 
for reference as we proceed entering the source members. 

*** 

NOTE, It is not an objective of this course to teach SEU. 

*** 

However, if you are not already experienced with it, 
the practice obtained by loading these two members 
plus a familiarization with the SEU Reference Manual 
should enable you to load your own source members 
after you have finished the course. 

Often somebody else in your department will have 
experience in RPG II and SEU and should be able to 
help you, if necessary. If your company is using 
an IBM supplied package, these source members may 
already be on your system. 

If you have not already powered on the system and IPL'ed, please 
do so now. Upon completion of the IPL, your screen should have 
a display similar to that shown in Figure 1.1. 

r **** INITIAL PROGRAM LOAD COMPLETE **** 
DATE 071476 
LINES 66 

ENTER COMMAND 

<-READY 

Figure 101 
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At this point, use the DATE command to key in today's date, if 
appropriate. For example, DATE 071576 indicates a date of 
7/15/76. 

Now it is time to enter the first source member for our inventory 
master file. To do this, type in the command: 

Then, press.the Enter Key. 

r 001 a A096 0001.00 S 

ENTER/UPDATE STATEMENT NUMBER: 0001.00 

Figure 1.2 

When the Keyboard Ready Light comes back on in about 10 or 15 
seconds, your screen will have a display identical to that shown 
in Figure 1.2. 

The command just entered calls for the procedure SEU to be 
retrieved from disk and to be executed. The parameters of the 
SEU qommand include QINVEN, which is the name that we will give 
to the source member after we have finished entering the data. 
The R appearing after the comma simply indicates that QINVEN 
will be an RPG II source member. Now, look at Figure 1.3. 
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F 

Line 

I Field Location 

Line Filename Field Name 
To 

Figure 1.3 
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This shows the data that we will input into the source member 
QINVEN. It is an RPG II representation of the structure of 
the inventory master file and the records therein, as shown 
in Figure 1.4. 

INVENTORY MASTER FILE 

POSITION 
RPG II WITHIN DECIMAL 

FIELD NAME RECORD POSITIONS FIELD DESCRIPTION 

• I I 1 Alpha Record Identification Code 

ITNUM 2-7 0 Item Number 

CLASS 8-9 0 Item Class 

DESC 10-21 Alpha Item Description 

PRICE 22-26 2 Item Price 

ONHAND 27-31 0 units On Hand 

ONORD 32-36 0 units On Order 

BKORD 37-41 0 units Back Ordered 

SLSMTD 42-46 0 unit Sales Month-to-date 

SLSYTD 47-51 0 unit Sales Year-to-date 

DCODE 52 Alpha Delete Code 

Figure 1.4 

Notice in Figure 1.3 that the first line has a pre-printed F 
in Column 6, indicating that that line is a Fil~ Description 
specification, a certain type of RPG II entry. All other lines 
have an I in Column 6, indicating that we are describing the 
input with those lines (Input specifications). 

In order to enter the first line, the File Description line 
(F in Column 6), we must do the following: press Command 
Key 3 (which indicates that we wish to enter ii-riew type of line), 
~~~Y_~Ell.e letter F, ~n(t __ ~lep:a:::ess __ t.he._~Ente:r; Pl.l.'!=.:t.on. This sets the 
screen up to receive RPG II specifications in the format of a 
File Description line which we are now about to enter. 

Look at Figure 1.5. 
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001 .F K005 0001.00 s 
F 

ENTER/UPDATE STATEMENT NUMBER: 0001.00 

Figure 1.5 

First, notice the cursor is now positioned in position 1 of 
the second lineo The F that appears to the right of the cursor 
is in position 6. As the F is a standard entry for every File 
Description line, it is already inserted correctly by SEU. 

This will cause each line of entry to be printed on the printer 
for visual checking purposes. Notice the P (for printing) which 
appears in the upper right hand corner of the screen as a result 
of pressing Command Key 6. 

Notice also three of the fields on the display screen. First, 
in the upper left hand corner, is the number 001. 'this number 
r~.fleG1:~ t;:h~ position within the record where the cursor is at 
t_h_i.s._ti_m~ Cind whe:t"~ .anykey:Lng tha,t we, are about to .. do will 
ap~_~_~_._QP._ t1'!~ .. sC:J:"~en. Further to the right, KOOS refers to the 
fact that SEU is now set up to receive a five-position numeric 
field. Immediately to the right of that, 0001.00 is the number 
of the statement that we are presently entering (Statement 1). 
These figures will change as we proceed and should be referenced 
as we make our entries. 

Now, as the cursor is in position 1 and a five-position field 
is set up for entry~ look at Figure 1.6 (a repetition of the 
first line from Figure 1.3 included here for reference purposes). 

F 

Line 

Filename 

.... File DesignatIOn 

. 

'End of File 

.. ' Sequence 

Fillvformat 

Block 
Length 

Record 
Length 

Mode of Processing 

Umgthof Key Fi~ldof 
qf R/i<;O«;iAdQress Field 

Record Address Type 

. Type of File . 
Oqja:niia'tiqn 
orAdditlo~aIAt~a {j 

o 
N Overflow Indicator ~ 

~ ~ .0. 
2: t:: 'KeY:ield'~ 
c.. 0 Sta.rtlOg x 
~ :.:; Location W 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 141'5 16 17 1819 2021 22 23 242526'27 28 29 30' 3132333435363738 39 4041424344.5146 

.. ~ Ti.NI._'.'vrn .. Jl IPE ! 51252 "Ale I)llSi< rr 
F '"T-T 'I i ! i, I ' ! ... I .,. _, __ ~ __ ~ .' .-l--..l .. -L .. ' r·e:; 

Figure 1.6 
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We do not wisll-t:.o Inak:~.anep.t~y iIl ... posi tions 1 to 5 • Therefore, 
press the Enter button. The cursor moves to position 7. Notice 
that now two of the three fields on the screen referred to 
earlier have been updated to indicate: 

1. The cursor is at position 7 (007). 

2. SEU is ready to accept an eight-position alphameric 
field (A008). 

3. We are still at statement 1 (0001.00). 

At thi~ ___ 2-QJ.~.t., __ .k:J~~y_ .. JIl;r.NVEl'lTWhich is the name we will give to 
our file, the inventory master file, for which we are now about 
to enter the source member. After INVENT is keyed press the 
Enter button. The cursor has moved to position 15 where it is 
waiting for a one-position alphabetic field. We can see at this 
point that an ~ should be entered. Do this now and then press 
the ~p.J;~:r:.~_~Y. 

*** 
NOTE: 

*** 

As you are keying your entries, there will probably be 
times when the screen will flash indicating that SEU 
has detected an error in the entry just made. When 
this happens, simply press the Error Reset button to 
stop the flashing, press the Field Backspace key to 
reposition the cursor, if necessary, and re-key the 
correct entry. 

continue entering the rest of the line as follows (numeric fields 
will automatically be right-adjusted upon pressing the Enter button) : 

CURSOR POSITION TYPE PRESS 

16 P Enter 
17 E Enter 
18 No Entry Enter 
19 No Entry Enter 
20 52 Enter 
24 52 Enter 
28 No Entry Enter 
29 6 Enter 
31 A Enter 
32 I Enter 
33 No Entry Enter 
35 2 Enter 
39 No Entry Enter 
40 DISK Enter 

At this point, your screen should now resemble Figure 1.7. 
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053 F KOOl 0001.00 S P 
FINVENT IPE 52 52 6AI 2 D 

ISK 

ENTER/UPDATE STATEMENT NUMBER: 0001.00 

Figure 1.7 

If there are any corrections .1;.9. b~.IT1c=.tqe,press,the Field Ba.ckspace 
key until the cursor returns to the field you wish to change. 
Then, make the change and press the Enter button to record it. 
Having made any changes necessary, R6e,s.~,.tbe Record Advance key. 
This indicates to the System/32 that we have finished entering 
this line. The line is now printed on our printer. 

*** 
NOTE: There will be an opportunity later on to identify and 

correct any errors not detected before the Record Advance 
key is pressed after each line. 

*** 

001 F K005 0002.00 S p 
F 

ENTER/UPDATE STATEMENT NUMBER: 0002 .. 00 

Figure 1.,8 

Your screen should now resemble Figure 1.8. Notice that the 
statement number field has been updated to 0002.00 indicating 
that SEU is ready to receive the next line. In addition, notice 
that the "~ .. '~_ . .iJ:~ __ J.:t}.l:?Q§ . .:b,t;io.:n 6 indicating SEU is expecting a File 
Description line. However, as we have already entered the only 
File Description line for our entry QINVEN, we are now ready to 
move on to our input lines (those identified by an "I" in 
Column 6). 
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I 
r---

Line 

5 

! 
i 

':tq_._tell theSYf)texn/32 thatwear~nowab()utto enter "I" lines, 
press Comman-cf -Key --j'-as-'-bef'or-e'~'-'-but' "key' "fJie" . letter "I" and then 
press the Enter button. Your screen will then show the display 
illustrated in Figure 1.9. 

001 I K005 0002.00 S p 
I 

ENTER/UPDATE STATEMENT NUMBER: 0002.00 

Figure 1.9 

lmi ~I Record Identification Codes ~:~ '.:::~; 
Field Location ,.", 

('Is 
~.,;;:;" 

( - [i;~ -= 
1 2 3 ':~' 

t~:;? :;'; ~;' .~: "'. i:' 'r,::,,'2 I:~::. .,;'" './ .. ' r§~> t~;",t;-j!f!!f?!: ,';;'; 0 !+Z 
( 1."''- .... V· .... I,"'" 'Ii> 

(1) I,. r:, - ~ (; '--0 .j :i, ........ ~ ... > ...... ',' '- . I·' '- • I·' '- ' ..•. .'/ ...... ~ ... 
Q. Filename 

,. '- c 
Q;.. Field Name 

( 1'<. 15.§ ~ 
, (1) 

'. ~ . ~ -: .. ::"S > Positi:QIY ~ e ~ ....:CI: 
Position ~ a ~ :: To '16 I- ~a ~ ~.:J 

E ' .. §g ~ ~"'- <, ~ "- c.--- , ., E .... Nro .... N ro .... N ro 
0 r-f:--,-z ~ ". ~u6 ° ___ .c O ___ .c roo::l '0 

R . a: ZOu zUlu ... --- (1) 

L.L. 
A f:--b 

wo- o 
N 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2324 25 26 77 28 29 30 31 3233 34 35 36 37 38 3940 41 42 43 44 454647 48 49 50 51 5 2 53 ~ 50, 56 57 58 

I I N !V 'r-IN IT IA ~ ~ 1 1 rr I t-
-' 

I .. 12 7 I rr NU 1M . 

I 5 ~ f'"' L 1\5 5 -' -
i a ~ 2~ 0 IE 5 ir II. i- -

I I I Q 12 12 6 P ~iI ir-
I ! ~f7 1'2 "" \I'H A ..) 

I l312J l-::l 
6~ a NO R ~ 

I ':ArJ Ii 1 , R Kv k .1 
I ~2 I~ I~ 7!c, ~rv 
I I 4:71 I 5 11 ?lIe; I C)'( 
I ~2 5 2 I G 1) 

I 

Figure 1.'10 

At this point, we will key in the first line of our Input speci
fications (as shown in Figure 1.10). Pr~f!? .. >"..E_nt...ar_"_tQ __ .. _sk .. i.p._"to 
position 7, key INVENT and press Enter. Notice that now at 
position 15, SEU is ready to receive a four-position alphameric 
field from 15 to 18. As our ent~E.._ .. M.lpl~n~_ll:>J.~nk, s:i..J!lPjs 
key in AA an~~ss E~!~r. As this field is described as an 
alpliameric field to SEU, there is no right adjustment. 
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New key 01 and-EressEnter. T~en 1, Enter and new the three 
position entry- 'space~"-'C~I', and press Enter. Again, as this is 
the last entry fer this line, take a leok at the screen to. 
make sure that it has the entries as we intended to key them. 
It sheuld be identical to. Figure 1.11. 

'028 I J004 
I INVENT AA 01 

0002.00 
1 CI 

Figure 1.11 

S p 

0002.00 

~_~e s §_th~_ .. ,g§.9.9f_g_._.~,gY~.~.9~,.~.~Y.,_~.~ t:..~:t:'.,. ~.~Y.9J?~~~_g~.~ __ .. "h~y.~_J?~,~I1. !Il:?ld~ •. 
Again, eur statement has been printed on the printer and has 
been stered. New we are to enter eur next line. This _lin.e,._ .. and 
tb..e .... X'emaining Input lines which follew all describe fi~lds wi thin 
acla.:ta. .... ~eGord.in the file INVENT rather than the ... entire reco.rd. 

To. tell SEU that we are new about to enter these fields, press 
Command Key 3, the letter "Ju and the Enter button. The "J" 
further defines our specification as a field input line as 
epposed to. a recerd input lineo Yeur screen will now shew a 
display identical to Figure 1.120 

J K005 0003.00 S p 

I 

ENTER/UPDATE STATEMENT NUMBER: 0003.00 

Figure 1.12 

Notice that while the "I" still appears in position 6, the letter 
"J" now appears in the heading line instead ef the "I" to. indicate 
that we are entering data with the "J~_ .. _fQ!JngJ:, that is, Field 
Input specifications. As our first entry fer the next line begins 
in the field in positions 44 through 47 (as shewn in Figure 1.10), 
press Enter twice. This meves the cursor to. position 44. Key a 
2 and press Enter. Again, notice the numeric field is right
adjusted. Then key a 7, Enter, a 0, Enter, ITNUM, and Enter. 
As this is ffie-[asE-'ffeld"-'-te De entered··for-"·EfiT·s--IIne·;··'·-p"ress 
Re_QeJ;:.d_Agyg.nQe, having checked the screen first, to make sure 
that your entries are cerrect. 
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Do not worry at this time if you detected an error after you 
have pressed Record Advance. There will be an opportunity later 
to make any changes which are then required. 

Now the screen is set to receive our fourth statement. Key 
the fourth and then the rest of the Input specifications as 
shown in Figure 1.10. 

Wb~.~-Y~\L.l~.9.:.Y.~. __ ~J.p.~.sh~g_.~D:.~~.~.!P:.9 the la~ .. ~_line, pr~.~l3.,_,Commal1:4 Key 
7. Command Key 7 is used to indicate the end of job to SEU. A 
display as shown in Figure 1.13 appears on the screen. 

0 RETURN TO PROCESSING--NO EOJ 
1 END OF JOB--NO ADDITIONAL OPTIONS 
2 END OF JOB WITH LISTING 
3 END OF JOB WITH SERIALIZATION 
4 END OF JOB WITH LIST AND SERIALIZATION 
END OF JOB OPTION: 

\.. - J 

Figure 1.13 

On the screen are displayed a number of options we can take when 
we come to the end of job. For our purposes, take Option 4 
which will print a list of our entries and will serialize them 
(that is, assign sequential serial numbers to them). Do this 
by key i~_s....,~ __ 4 and. pr~~,~_!!!g __ ."th.~_ .. ~!}_~.~_!" , .. ~~~t.:9:t} • Since we have 
chosen an option that includes serialization, the screen will 
now ask you for a serial start position as shown in Figure 1.14. 

SERIAL START POSITION: 

Figure 1.14 

At this point, do not key a number, but simply press the Enter 
button as we wish to have our serial numbers in positions one 

, through four. These positions are the default positions. 

You will now be provided with a listing of your entries as 
shown in Figure 1.15. Tear your printout off and compare your 
listing to that figure. 
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QINVEN 

0001 FINVENT IPE 
0002 I INVENT AA 
0003 I 
0004 I 
0005 I 
0006 I 
0007 I 
0008 I 
0009 I 
0010 I 
0011 I 
0012 I 

52 
01 1 

52 6AI 
CI 

Figure 1.15 

2 DISK 

2 70ITNUM 
8 90CLASS 

10 21 DESC 
22 262PRICE 
27 3l00NHAND 
32 3600NORD 
37 4l0BKORD 
42 460SLSMTD 
47 5l0SLSYTD 
52 52 DCODE 

Make sure all entries are identical. If there are any changes 
to be made, we can make them at this time. 

As an exercise, let's show you how to make a change even though 
all your entries were correct. 

~~o-:-~ey the" command_ SEU . QINVEN, R now and press the Enter button. 
The resul tinC3" screen will be identi~al tc? F.'o!gure 1.16. 

r 
0001.00 S 

Figure 1.16 

Notice that it is different than the original screen obtained 
when entering SEU. In this case, as QINVEN is already stored, 
SEU assumes that we will not be entering QINVEN, but rather 
updating it. Therefore, the screen only asks for the statement 
number we wish to update or change. 

Now press Command Key 6 so that we will print our change. 
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Let's change the second line, line number 2, which is the first 
Input specification-line in Figure 1.15. Suppose we wanted to 
change the two alphabetic characters in positions 15 and 16 from 
AA to BB.. E.n.te_:r.:_._a __ .2_JQ!,._st~.t_~m~!!_t.._ .. ~~~.!:,, __ f, .. as that is the 
number of that line as shown in our listing. The number 0002' 
appears next to that specification because we chose a serializa
tion option at the end of making our entries. As you can see, 
serialization can be very helpful when updating files. 

Press Field Advance twice until the cursor appears at position 15, 
type in BB, press the Enter key, and then press Record Advance 
indicating that that was the only change on that line. Notice 
that the change has been printed and that the screen is now 
identical to Figure 1.17. 

r 

0003 I 
2 70ITNUM 

0003.00 

ENTER/UPDATE STATEMENT NUMBER: 

Figure 1.17 

S p 

When updating with SEU, the next sequential line of coding will 
appear after any line has been updated. 

If we would wish to make any more changes, we would simply key 
in the statement number of the next statement to be changed and 
make the appropriate correction. 

*** 
NOTE: Leave the change we have just made as it is. 

*** 
After the last change has been made, press Command Key 7 to 
indicate an end of job. 

Again, the same end of job options are made available. As 
no extra statements have been entered nor old statements deleted, 
there is no need to reserialize. Take a two option to indicate 
that a listing is desired. 

Now that we have entered QINVEN, we must also enter a source 
module name for the transaction file. It will be called QTRANS. 

The entries for QTRANS are displayed in Figure 1.18. 
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Figure 1.18 

It is an RPG II representation of the structure of the transaction 
file and the records therein as shown in Figure 1.19. 
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TRANSACTION FILE 

FIELD NAME POSITION DECIMALS FIELD DESCRIPTION 

'T' 1 Alpha Record Identification Code 

KEY 2-6 0 DFU Generated Key 

CODE 7 Alpha Transaction Code (R,I or A) 
(R=Receipt, I=Issue, 
A=Adjustment) 

DATE 8-13 0 Date of Transaction 

ITNUM 14-19 0 Item Number 

QTY 20-24 0 Transaction Quantity 

DCODE 25 Alpha Delete Code 

Figure 1.19 

In order to enter QTRANS, enter the SEU command I J?~.Q.uQ':['~$,~. 
and press the Enter button. 

When the Keyboard Ready light comes back on (10-15 seconds), press 
C9zron~J1dKey3, key the letter F to indicate a File Description 
specification, and press the Enter button. We are now ready to 
make our first entry. 

Now, after pressing Command Key 6 to print our entries, enter 
the File Description line. Again, check the screen to make sure 
that we have made no errors. If so, press the Record Advance key. 

Now, depress Command Key 3, the letter "I" and the Enter button 
to indicate that we are now about to enter the first Input speci
fication. Key only the first Input line as shown in Figure 1.18. 

Press Command Key 3 again, the letter "J" and Enter to ready 
the machine for the entry of field input information. Now enter 
the field input lines. 

After you have entered the last line (for DCODE), ~_g~:!!1. press 
CQ~~!}Q_J5~y.7 indicating an end of job. Take the 4 option for 
listing and serialization, take the default again. for SERIAL 
START POSITION and compa.re your list with Figure 1.20. 
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QTRANS 

0001 FTRANS IPE 
0002 ITRANS AA 01 
0003 I 
0004 I 
0005 I 
0006 I 
0007 I 
0008 I 

25 25 SAl 
1 CT 

Figure 1.20 

2 DISK 

2 60KEY 
7 7 CODE 
8 l30DATE 

14 190ITNUM 
20 240QTY 
25 25 DCODE 

If there are any changes to be made at this time, re-enter 
the SEU command with the QTRANS parameter and a conuna and "R". 
Enter the statement number of any statement you wish to change, 
make the corrections, and when you finish, go to the end of 
job (Command Key 7) and take option 4. Now we are ready to 
begin our DFU exercises. 

*** 
NOTE: If you will be taking this course in blocks of time 

(rather than one continuous session), care should be 
taken to ensure that the source members just created 
(QINVEN and QTRANS) are not deleted from the system 
if it will be used between your sessions. 

*** 

If this is not possible, the two members should be 
stored temporarily on a diskette which would then 
be removed from the systemo They would be reloaded 
again from the diskette when you return to the 
system. 

If the two source members are inadvertently lost, 
they would have to be created again by repeating 
this chapter. 

In addition, the two data files which will be 
created in Exercises 1 and 2 must be similarly 
protected. 
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EXERCISE 1 - ENTER FUNCTION 

INVENTORY MASTER FILE LOAD 

There are four functions of DFU: 

1) ENTER - To create data files. 

2) UPDATE - To maintain data files (modifying, adding 
and deleting information). 

3) INQUIRY - To display information from data files. 

4) LIST - To prepare' and print reports from information 
in data files. 

The first function of DFU we will be using is the ~N'!'~B function. 
In this case, we will be loading the inventory master file. All 
instructions as to how data will be loaded is entered through a 
series of responses to prompts which DFU will provide on the 
screen. 

In order to begin our operations, key the word ENT~~ and then 
press the Ent~U;:'_.:PJ;ttj;.on. This will begin the series of prompts. 
On the screen should be a prompt asking for the file name of the 
file to be created as illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

ENTER FILENAME FOR FILE TO BE CREATED 

Figure 2.1 

We will call our file name INVENT. (The file name is arbitrarily 
chosen and usually describes the function of the file.) K~y_.t~is 
in~Dg_._.P~.~S~L~h~_Enterbutton. The next prompt asks for the name 
of the format desc-rlpt-fon--as- shO\>ln in Figure 2.2. 
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ENTER 
ENTER FILENAME FOR FILE TO BE CREATED 
INVENT 
ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

Figure 2.2 

The format description will be the name under which the results 
of all our prompts will be stored. Our responses will have 
been translated into machine instructions which will perform 
the DFU program we are about to describe. If later on we want 
to use this program again, we will simply refer to it by this 
name. At this point, ~~y.JJLQ~~1 ___ ~;r:!q_2~~~~ _tl1.~ El1t~~ ____ Q~t.!:-_on. 
The screen should have a display identical to Figure 2.3. 

INVENT 
ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 
QEXI 
ENTER RPG II SOURCE ~mMBER NAME 

,-
Figure 2.3 

The next response as requested from the screen is illustrated 
in Figure 2.3. The RPG source member name is asked for. This 
is the member name which we have previously loaded using SEU. 
If you remember, the name for the source member representing 
the inventory master file is QINVEN. This should be entered 
now. After QINVEN is keyed," the statement 'DFU ATTRIBUTES ARE 
BEING BUILT' is temporarily displayed on the screen as shown 
in' Figure 2.4. 

r 

DFU ATTRIBUTES ARE BEING BUILT 

Figure 2.4 
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Soon the screen shows a display as illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

*FILE INVENT 52 
*KEY 6 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C I 

SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED? 

Figure 2.5 

7 

1 

The first four lines are the beginning of what is called DFU 
attributes for the inventory master file. This information 
was taken fron;l the source member we loaded called QINVEN. J2FU 
~.1;~ributes will be ~xpl.~inedl~te.J;:Ln:tbe co:urse. 

The first prompt appears on line 5 and asks "SHOULD RECORDS 
BE PRlti'I'ED?". Such a prompt is answered by a yes or a no. A
yes response is indicated by the depression of Command Key 9. 
A no response is indicated by the depression of Command Key 10 
(the zero key immediately to the right of Command Key 9). 

Take a look at Figure 2.6 which illustrates the assignment of 
all the command keys when loading a file through DFU. 

AUTO PRINT SELECT DELETE ADD PRINT EOJ DISPLAY YES NO UPDATE DEFINE 
DUP ACCUM FORMAT REC ATTRI RESULT 

SPEC FIELD 

Figure 2.6 

Notice that Command Key 9 is labeled YES, and Command Key 10 is 
labeled NO. These two command keys will be used to answer all 
yes or no type prompts. (Typing the words YES or NO is invalid 
as a response to this type of prompt.) 
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*** 
NOTE: Consider filling out a keyboard template with the 

Command Key functions shown above and placing it 
above the keyboard. This will be helpful for 
reference throughout the course. 

*** 
The cursor is presently positioned on the sixth line. It is 
on this line that our response would be typed. In the case of 
a yes or no answer, there is no need to type onto this line. 
What we want to do in this case is print out our records as we 
are loading them so we will answer the question "SHOULD RECORDS 
BE PRINTED?" \t!i th a Y_~f3 ~_I.:l:~W_~f'py_ d~Ef'essing Command Key 9. 

Upon depressing that Command Key, another prompt is displayed 
as illustrated in line 5 of Figure 2.7. It asks for the delete 
code and position .. 

r *FILE INVENT 
*KEY 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C I 

ENTER VALUES FOR 'DELETE 
D,52 

Figure 2.7 

52 
6 7 

I 
CODE,POSITION' 

This is a field that will be in every record and will be used 
later on as we update records. For the time being,' simply type 
in DL 52 indicating a code D in position 52' as shown in 
Figure 2.7. Then press the Enter button. 

The next prompt asks if all record keys are numeric. In_th~s 
case, ?l_:Q..eW~r~~ t).1x.::9~gh th_~_,~~~,_()f Command Key 9. (A key field 
is that field within a record unique to that record through 
which that record can be randomly addressed by a program .. ) 

*** 
NOTE: As you enter the prompts, if you make an incorrect 

response and have already pressed the Enter button 
(or Command Key), continue with the job. You will 
be shown how to make corrections later in the exercise. 

*** 
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~1!~_nextprompt asks for the column heading for these keys. Here, 
we. should enter a literal that will describe the key fields print
ing immediately beneath it on our printout for the inventory 
master file load. Th~keyforour __ inventory master file will be 
~he.._._J:t.:~n.:t I.l~er. Therefore, let' s ~~Y ___ ._:r'r~_M_ NO as 'our column 
heading as illustrated in Figure 2.8 and press the Enter button. 

r 
*FILE INVENT 52 "" 
*KEY 6 7 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C I 1 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS 
ITEM NO 

"-

Figure 2.8 

As perhaps you have noticed by now, previous prompts dictate 
which future prompts will appear. For example, if we had 
answered no to the question "SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED?" this 
question regarding column headings would not appear now. 

The next prompt asks for column spacing values. This pertains 
to the n~~er of spaces between fields as we will print them 
out from left to right. Generally, one space would be adequate 
and would save the most amount of space on our printout. A_l_ 
would almost always be used for those printouts in which the 
width is an important factor. 

For example, if we had a large number of fields and they might 
not fit on one line, you might choose one to conserve space. 
As 1 is the default value as illustrated in Figure 2.9, press 
the Enter button. There is no need to key a 1 first. 

*FILE INVENT 52 
*KEY 6 7 

01 * RECORD 
*CODE C I 1 

ENTER COL SPACING VALUE (0-9,DEFAULT=1) 

Figure 2.9 

To the next response (ENTER TITLE), key INVENTORY LOAD as 
illustrated in Figure 2.10 and press the Enter button. Notice 
again that the last two prompts would not have been displayed 
unless \'le have answered yes to the earlier prompt II SHOULD 
RECORDS BE PRINTED?". 
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*PILE . INVENT 
*KEY 

01 * RECORD 
*CODE C I 

ENTER TITLE 
INVENTORY LOAD 

Figure 2.10 

52 
6 7 

1 

For the first time since the prompting began, the first four 
lines of our screen have changed as shown in Figure 2.11. 
Instead of referring to the inventory file as a whole, the 
four lines.now displayed refer to a record within that file. 

Within the source member QINVEN that we defined earlier through 
SEU, we could have defined many different records within that 
module. These would have been indicated by different record 
input lines. If you remember, our first record input line 
indicated that all our records had the character "I" in position 
1. Other records could have been defined within QINVEN with 
other identifying characters. However, in our case, we only 
used one type of record, and this record is the one that is 
displayed now on the screen. 

01 * RECORD 
*CODE C I 1 

ITNUM 6.0 7 
CLASS 2.0 9 

01-- ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? 

Figure 2.11 

The prompt on line 5 asks if there are any fields from this 
record type. In this case, the answer is yes - the record type 
being shown is the only record type within the file which will 
be called INVENT. Therefore, use Command Key 9 to indicate a 
yes response to this question. 

The next prompt asks us to enter field name. At this point, we 
will begin entering all the fields that were described in our 
source member and which are to be loaded during this run. Take 
a look at Figure 2.12 which is a duplicate of our SEU entry for 
QINVEN. 
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QINVEN 

0001 FINVENT 
0002 I INVENT 
0003 I 
0004 I 
0005 I 
0006 I 
0007 I 
0008 I 
0009 I 
0010 I 
0011 I 
0012 I 

IPE 52 
AA 01 1 

52 6AI 
CI 

Figure 2.12 

2 DISK 

2 70ITNUM 
8 90CLASS 

10 21 DESC 
22 262PRICE 
27 3100NHAND 
32 3600NORD 
37 410BKORD 
42 460SLSMTD 
47 510SLSYTD 
52 52 DCODE 

This lists all of our fields. Now we must enter the fields 
described therein. The exception to this is the first field, 
ITNUM (the item number). This has already been defined 
earlier in our prompts when we described our key. Furthermore, 
information on the "F" line of QINVEN indicates that our key is 
~n positions 2 to 7 where ITNUM is described. Therefore, it 
does not have td De further described as DFU knows where that 
field is and as we have already indicated the heading for that 
field (ITEM NO) in response to a previous prompt. . 

Therefore, the first field we will enter is the second field 
from QINVEN - ~S. Type that in now as illustrated in 
Figure 2.13. TheI1:_."p.~~_~~~_ .. !:Q.~," Enter key. 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C 

ITNUM 
CLASS 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
CLASS 

I 

Figure 2.13 

6.0 
2.0 

1 
7 
9 

The next prompt asks for the column heading we wish to print 
above this field as it is loaded. As the name CLASS, which is 
the field name, is also appropriate for our heading, let's enter 
CLASS again for the column heading as shown in Figure 2.14. 
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r 
""" 01 * RECORD 

*CODE C I 1 
ITNUM 6.0 7 
CLASS 2.0 9 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

\.. 
CLASS 

Figure 2.14 

The next prompt asks if this field (CLASS) is an auto-dup field. 
An auto-dup field is one that would automatically be duplicated 
by DFU from record to record as they are loaded. This saves 
on repetitive keying. It might be done, for example, if we 
were loading a series of records which all have the same date. 
In that case, that field would be specified an auto-dup field 
to save keying time as we are loading the file. In this case, 
we are describing CLASS, and CLASS will vary from record to 
record. So therefore, we should not describe this field as 
auto-dup and respond through Command Key 10 with a no response. 

Upon doing this, the next prompt asks the question, ilACCUMULATE 
THIS FIELD?". Fields are accumulated during file loads to give 
totals which may be used as a control against a separate 
calculation of such totals. Q.f!:_~!L_if .. ~fi~ld .being described 
is_~n ___ ~mQ_g_p ~ __ J_;i_~'!Q._Lthe,§e_~rnoup.t~.~hould be accumulated so that 
at the end of the job we may match the totals of the quantities 
~h_~~ \'le hCl.Y~_._._~_~.:i~9- against ~.noth.er total that was taken off line 
1?e~9~~ __ ~~!?_~g9-_nthe._job. This helps to verify that the entries 
we made were correct. 

While theoretically every numerical field to be described 
could be accumulated, there is a point beyond which extra 
controls are usually not necessary. In the case here, we will 
be indicating the accumulation of five fields for the record. 
CLASS will not be one. Therefore; respond no to this prompt 
by using Command Key 10. 

This in turn, prompts the next question asking "IS THIS A SELF
CHECK FIELD?u. Self-checking is a 'technique that is sometimes 
used to ensure the accuracy of control numbers in data records. 
They will not be used during this file load or during this 
course. For now, answer no to this prompt using Command Key 10. 

We have now fully defined the field CLASS and answered all 
prompts associated with it. The next prompt asks for the next 
field name to be entered. At this point, looking back to our 
listing for QINVEN (Figure 2.12), we can see that it is DESC. 
Enter this field now as shown in Figure 2.15. 
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r 01 * RECORD 
*CODE C 

ITNU.{\l 
CLASS 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
DESC 

I 

Figure 2.15 

6.0 
2.0 

1 
7 
9 

In response to the 'ENTER COLUMN HEADING' prompt, type in the 
word DESCRIPTION as shown in Figure 2.16, but .do __ .Dot P-*~§J?~J:.JJe 
En teJ.:.J~~y • 

\. 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C I 

ITNUM 
CLASS 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 
DESCRIPTION_ 

Figure 2 .. 16 

6.0 
2.0 

1 
7 
9 

By now, you might have deduced that the same five prompts will 
be repeated for each fi.eld to be described. However i in certain 
cases: there are short cuts which avoid the time consuming entry 
of all five responsese After the column heading prompt, the 
next three prompts would ask: 

Ie Is this an auto-dup field? 

2. Should we accumulate it? 

3. Is this a self-check field? 

If. the . ~llsY?'er to Cll~three of theseguestionsvl()uld be no, we 
can---end the . prompf~'ilg--'"fo':r:"th-e'''de::3cr'ip~Iori'J',~~}:4,a,t this point by 
press-in~g'-JP:·~~~,-_B~~.9.Q~'~-','K~,Y'~ng~,-~,'.key~={iiste,adof"the. , .. Enter key. Do 
this now. The-,fe'rault-':ror' all three responses is no, and if 
you notice now, the next prompt is 'ENTER FIELD N~£' and the 
System/32 is waiting fer the third field to be described. 
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Similarly, an even faster ohort cut may be taken in the case of 
the next field to be entered, PRICE. DFU will use the field 
name as the column heading as a default unless we indicate 
otherwise. In this case, the heading for PRICE could be 
identical to the field name. Again, since PRICE will neither 
be auto-dup, accumulated, nor self-checking, we do not need 
to enter any responses other than the field name. Therefore, 
simply ~.§.y ~D_. R.~IC;~ as our field name and p-:r;~~s§~~ .. gec()r.~ __ ~Q~~I!9~, 
indicating we wish to make no more responses. The field name 
PRICE will also be the heading for that field as it prints 
out on our inventory load listing. 

The next field to be described is ON~AND. Let's key that now 
(typing ONHAND as written in our source member - QINVEN) and 
press the Enter button. We wish to make the heading two 
separate words and must describe it separately. Therefore, 
we pressed the Enter button. This caused the column heading 
prompt to immediately follow. Type in ON HAND with a space 
between the two words, as this will be heading which we will 
use. Then press Enter. 

For ONHAND (and for the next five fields) we will want to 
accumulate to obtain control totals to be checked against an 
offline total. Therefore, we would want to answer yes to the 
question "IS THIS FIELD ACCUMULA~ED?". Therefore, to get to 
that prompt, we pressed Enter (and not Record Advance). Respond 
no (Command Key 10) to the auto-dup field question, ye,s (Command 
Key 9) to the "ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD?" prompt and no to the 
self-check prompt. Enter the next four fields in the same way 
as illustrated in Figure 2.17. 

ENTER ENTER AUTO-DUP ACCUMULATE SELF-CHECK 
FIELD NAME COLUMN HEADING FIELD? THIS FIELD? FIELD? 

ONORD ON ORDER NO YES NO 

BKORD BACK ORDER NO YES NO 

SLSMTD SALES M-T-D NO YES NO 

SLSYTD SALES Y-T-D NO YES NO 

Figure 2.17 

Now let's enter the last field - DCODE. Type in DCODE and 
press the Enter button. In response to the column heading 
prompt, type the word DELETE and press Enter. Now, in response 
to the auto-dup field prompt, say yes by pressing Command Key 9. 
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When loading this file, all delete codes will be blank for 
each record. Therefore a yes response here will save the 
operator the time of keying in a blank every time that field 
value is asked for. 

"ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD?" is answered no. The following prompt 
is "IS THIS A SELF-CHECK FIELD?". Answer no to this prompt. 

':th~.ne~tpromptasks for another field name. However, as we 
hav~ .. gntJ~re4 all 0l.lr field names, t simply press the Enter button { 
in<;licating .. tbat there are no more fields to be entered. T~i.~ 
indicates to DFU that we are at the end of pur eQtries. The 
display screen will look like Figure 2.18. 

*ENT/UPD*LIST 0,52 
*KEY *NUMERIC~TEM NO 

1 *TITLE INVENTORY LOAD 
01 *RECORD 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 

I OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS. 

Figure 2.18 

What appears on the first four lines are DFU specifications. 
These are machine translations of the entries we· have just been 
making and will be used in actually loading the file. Lines 
5 and 6 display the message to hit the EOJ command key to 
continue processing or to update the DFU specifications. 

If ... you. want tQ ... correct an incorrect response made earlier, 
refe.r tQ_.the .DFURefgrenQ§ ~anual. (S_C4l~76_00J,Ch~pt~:r; lO. 
Read the three sections on changing, adding and deleting DFU 
specifications. This will show you how to correct the error. 
We will demonstrate changing errors in a later exercise. 

Aft._~~ygu have. mc.tge c:orre.9tions,.;i~ any, press the EOJ.key to 
cQntiD.JJ._~ .. _Q~g.c:::e~f?i~g. Referring back to Figure 2.6 we can see 
that CQmma,n~;t~gy 7 is labeled EOJ (End of Job). Press it now .. 

Momentarily displayed on the screen is the message 'DFU 
DIAGNOSTICS ARE NOW IN PROGRESS'. What is happening now is 
that all our entries are being checked for conformity with DFU 
rules.. If there are errors detected, the screen will begin 
flashing and a line will be indicated where an error has been 
made. 

If an error should occur, refer to the Message Guide - Utilities 
Program Product (SC21-7618) for an explanation of the error. 
Then refer to the DFU Reference Manual (SC21-7600), Chapter 
10. Read the section titled 'Checking the DFU Specifications 
for Errors'. This will show you how to ~orrect the error. 
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After the error, if any, has been corrected, DFU will continue 
to check for yet other errors. 

After any errors have been eliminated, DFU assumes that we will 
immediately begin running the job. In this case, the system 
is being readied for loading our file. A prompt will appear 
which asks for the number of records in the file. For our 
purposes, this will be a small file. IS~yt:.tl~_".I1umber.J:"? and 
press Enter. Upon doing this, we are now ready to load our 
inventory file. Take a look at Figure 2.19. It is a listing 
of the file we are about to load. 
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INVENTORY MASTER FILE 

REC ITEM ITEM ON ON BACK SALES SALES DELETE 
CODE NO CLASS DESCRIPTION PRICE HAND ORDER ORDER M-T-D Y-T-D CODE 
(1) (2-7) (8-9) (10-21) (22-26) (27-31) (32-36) (37-41) (42-46) (47-51) (52) 

I 123456 1 WRENCH 8.00 100 100 300 

I 123457 4 NAILS .50 400 50 25 300 

I 123458 3 BRUSH 2.50 25 500 50 

I 123459 2 NUTS .50 400 1000 25 25 
w 
Ul I 123460 2 SCREWDRIVER 4.00 100 100 500 

I 123461 3 BOLTS .75 400 10 10 

I 123462 1 PLIERS 4.25 100 1000 75 150 

I 123463 2 SCREWS .30 200 500 100 600 

I 123464 1 HAMMER 3.00 50 500 150' 500 

I 123465 1 SAW 10.00 40 500 25 550 

Figure 2.19 



We will load the ten records described thereon, keying from left 
to right, Item Number, Class, Description, Price, On-Hand, On
Order and Back Order amounts, and the Sales Month-to-date and 
Year-to-date amounts. 

*** 
NOTE: Sometimes an error will not become obvious until we 

are actually running our DFU program. Such an error 
might be one where we responded not to accumulate a 
field when we really intended to (that is, we pressed 
Command Key 10 (NO) when we should have pressed 
Command Key 9 (YES». In such a case, we might not 
have realized we made an error at the time and DFU 
would not have detected that it was an error. 

*** 

As we would have already begun running the program, 
it would be too late to update our specifications. 
The prompting sequence would have to be repeated 
and the correct responses made. 

If you plan to re-enter specifications for a 
previously entered program, that program must be 
deleted first. To do this, enter the command: 

RE~Q~~_g~_~n, LOAD 

where n is the number of the exercise. 

Later, we will show you a way to store DFU specifi
cations so that they may be modified even after the 
program has been run. The prompting sequence would 
not have to be repeated. 

The "I" in position 1 is a constant factor which was described 
in our source member and will be written automatically into 
position 1 of each record. Therefore, our keying will begin 
with Item number. Take a look at the screen. There should be 
a display similar to Figure 2.20. 

File -----+-...... 
DFU Function 

INVENT 
ENTRY 

Title 

INVENTORY LOAD 

Figure 2.20 
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01 

ITEM NO 
000000 
UIIII 

Record Type 
Key Area 
Field Heading Line 
Field Contents Line 
Entry Area 



Figure 2.20 describes the function of each of the items displayed, 
including the title of the report, the name of the file that we 
are loading, the word ENTRY indicating that we are loading a 
file, a record type indicated by 01 from our source member, the 
heading of the first field we are to enter (Item Number), six 
zeros indicating that it is presently empty, and six slashes -
the cursor underneath the first, indicating that this is where 
we are to enter our Item Number. 

Referencing Figure 2.19, key in the first Item Number now, which 
is 123456, and then press the Enter button. That number is 
stored under Item Number as you look at your screen (see Figure 
2.21) • 

r INVENT 
ENTRY 

INVENTORY LOAD 01 ~ 

Figure 2.21 

123456 
ITEM NO CLASS 

123456 00 
II 

Notice that as we key each field, it will move to the left 
across the screen allowing us to visually verify our entry. In 
addition, the item number appears now immediately under record 
type (01) and will remain there until we begin to key the next 
recor~. This area of the screen holds each record key. 

The next field CLASS is requested. In this case, ke~ ..... l and 
preJ~.s ... .t_be ... Ent.e:r.bJltton. Similarly, Description is asked for. 
KJ:~Y intheW.Q.rc:l ___ WRENCH and Q!"~.~_~.J~!!1:::~r. 

*** 
NOTE: DFU automatically will right-adjust all numeric fields 

and position decimals correctly. Do not enter the 
decimal point (in PRICE) yourself. In addition, if a 
field about to be entered is zero, simply press the 
Enter button without making an entry_ 

*** 
Now continue keying in the rema~n~ng fields until you have keyed 
Sales year-to-date. DO NOT KEY THE DELETE CODE. 
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After Sales year-to-date has been keyed in, we come to the delete 
field which has been described as an auto-dup field. For the 
first record, of course, we must key in the value which is to be 
duplicated in succeeding records. In this case, that character 
is .. Q. __ b.l..Q.]1k. Therefore press the Enter button without keying an 
entry. 

The screen now requests the Item Number for the next recorde 
Notice that the information from our first record has been 
printed on the printer. We may visually verify it at this point 
if we wish by comparing it to the first line in Figure 2.22. 

If you detect an error, you will be able to correct it later 
on. As the next record is entered, you will be shown how to 
correct a variety of entry errors e 

N-.9}'l,Q~:f:9~~.W~_q_Q!ltj.Jl~e w~th."t.he second Item Number, remember 
~hatt:~~ .. _ .. (jelei:,~ ... 90d~il3 an auto-dup field. In order to 
duplicate this field for all succeeding records and save us 
time, we must indicate that all fields designated as auto-dup 
(in this case, just the delete field), should be automatically 
duplicated. We carl do this by depressing Command Key 1, which 
is our auto-dup key. Do this now 0 

Notice the characters A and 01 have appeared on the top line of our 
screen. The A indicates that we are in auto-dup mode duplicating 
those fields that we described as auto-dup fields during the entry 
of our specifications. The 01 indicates the record type of the 
last record which was processed. If that field was different 
from the present record field as described immediately to its 
right (which is also 01), we would not want to auto-dup at that 
time. Instead we would want to change the format of the entry 
about to be made. 

More specifics on how this function would operate is described 
in the DFU Reference Manual. For now, since all our record types 
within the file INVENT are the same, we do not have to concern 
ourselves with that area. Suffice it to say that the auto-dup 
indicator is on, and all records will be an 01 record type. 

Now that we are about to enter our next record, that is, NAILS 
(Item Number 123457), let's pause for a moment. First, let's 
now correct some of the errors that might be made upon entry. 
DFU is now waiting for you to key in the Item Number for the 
next item, NAILS (123457). Let's say we accidentally hit an 
alphabetic character at this point. Let's do that now. 

Notice the screen immediately starts flashing. We have defined 
this field as strictly numeric. Press the Error Reset key to 
stop the flashing and enter the correct item number - 123457. 
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The next entry needed is CLASS. The class for NAILS is supposed 
to be 4. Let's key a 5, but do not press the Enter button yet. 
Press the Field Backspace key. Notice where the cursor is 
placed (back at the first position). Key in the correct number, 
4, and press the Enter button. That was a case where we caught 
an error before pressing the Enter button. 

Now type NAILS and press the Enter button. The next field 
needed is PRICE. The amount we are to enter is $.50. Instead, 
key in $1.00 and press the Enter button. (Reminder: Do not key 
the dollar sign or the decimal pointo) 

How can we correct this error before we have gone to end of job 
(where we would use an UPDATE program)? Press The Field Backspace 
key. That puts us back to PRICE, and again, the system is ready 
to receive our entry. Let's make the correct entry of $.50 and 
press the Enter key. Notice that the $.50 which we have now 
entered replaces the incorrect $1.00 which was previously there. 

*** 
NOTE: The following example is to be used as an illustration 

only. Do not make this change on the System/32. 

*** 
Similarly, we can retrieve earlier records as long as we have 
not reached the end of job. 

We could change the price of the first item entered (WRENCH -
123456) from $8.00 to $9000 by keying that item number after we 
finished keying the present record (NAILS - 123457). After 
pressing the Enter button, that record would be retrieved and 
we would then Field Advanc~ to the PRICE field, key $9.00 and 
press Record Advance. The resulting printout would include the 
original record reprinted with the new price field appearing 
immediately underneath the old one. 

Errors caught beyond the end of job can be handled through the 
UPDATE function which we will explain in a later exercise. 

For now, let's continue making the entries required for Item 
Number 123457. Key in the On Hand amount and continue through 
the Sales year-to-date. 

Notice that after entering the Sales year-to-date, we do not 
stop at delete code. The blank from our first entry has been 
duplicated automatically into this record, ~nd the line is 
printed as we have finished our last field entry with Sales 
year-to-date. 

Now proceed entering the rest of the records as described in 
Figure 2.19. (It is repeated on the next page for reference.) 
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INVENTORY MASTER FILE 

REC ITEM ITEM ON ON BACK SALES SALES DELETE 
CODE NO CI,ASS DESCRIPTION PRICE HAND ORDER ORDER M-T-D Y-T-D CODE 
(1) (2-7) (8-9) (10-21) (22-26) (27-31) (32-36) (37-41) (42-46) (47-51) (52) 

I 123456 1 WRENCH 8.00 100 100 300 

I 123457 4 NAILS .50 400 50 25 300 

I 123458 3 BRUSH 2.50 25 500 50 

I 123459 2 NUTS .50 400 1000 25 25 

~ I 123460 2 SCREWDRIVER 4.00 100 100 500 
0 

I 123461 3 BOLTS .75 400 10 10 

I 123462 1 PLIERS 4.25 100 1000 75 150 

I 123463 2 SCREWS .30 200 500 100 600 

I 123464 1 HAMMER 3.00 50 500 150- 500 

I 123465 1 SAW 10.00 40 500 25 550 

Figure 2.19 



Now, since we have entered our last item, we are at an end of 
job. DJ~_P~_Et~_~_~_OInID~ng_ .. K§Y_, 7 to indicate this. Immediately the 
question, "END OF JOB?" is prompted for us. This is a safe
guard to avoid the accidental depression of Command Key 7. 
If it is not the end of job at this point, we would answer no 
to this prompt through the use of Command Key 10 (the no key). 
If it is the end of job, as it is now, Command Key 9 (the yes 
key), will indicate this. Notice upon depression of Command 
Key 9, our accumulations have printed out along with the 
headings that we had entered in response to the prompts. The 
job is now completed. 

Look at Figures 2.22 and 2.23 which should be similar to your 
printout. 
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07/15/76 INVENTORY LOAD PAGE 001 

ITEM NO CLASS DESCRIP'rION PRICE ON HAND ON ORDER BACK ORDER SAI.JES M-T-D SALES Y-T-D DELETE 

123456 01 WRENCH 008,,00 00100 00000 00000 00100 00300 
123457 04 NAIL,S 000 .. 50 00400 00000 00050 00025 00300 
123458 03 BRUSH 002.50 00025 00500 00000 00000 00050 
123459 02 NUTS 000.50 00400 OIOOO 00000 00025 00025 
123460 02 SCREWDRIVER 004.00 00100 00000 00000 00100 00500 
123461 03 BOL'l'S 000 .. 75 00400 00000 00000 00010 00010 
123462 01 PJ ... IERS 004 .. 25 00100 01000 00000 00075 00150 
123463 02 SCREWS 000.30 00200 00500 00000 00100 00600 

~ 123464 01 HAMMER 003.00 00050 00500 00000 00150 00500 
f'V 123465 04 SA'\tI1 010.00 000·40 00500 00000 00025 00550 

Figure 2.22 

ON HAND ON ORDER BACK ORDER SALES M-T-D SALES Y-T-D 

BATCH ACCUMULATORS 1815 4000 50 610 2985 

TOTAL ACCUMULATORS 1815 4000 50 610 2985 

Figure 2.23 



Notice that all five fields have printed out with the totals of 
the entries made for those fields. As a matter of fact, they 
have printed out twice, once on a line labeled 'BATCH ACCUMU
LATORS', the other on a line labeled 'TOTAL ACCUMULATORS'. In 
this case, they are both the same as all entries were within 
one group. Our ten item numbers were consecutive and there 
was no separate grouping of them. For example, if we had 
entered our items by class; that is, all class I entries first, 
followed by all class 2, followed by all class 3, etc., we 
could have had separate accumulators on each class. 

If you will notice from referring back to Figure 2.6, Command 
Key 2 has the function of print accumulators. It would have 
been used in the following manner~ After all four class 1 
entries had been entered, we would have pressed Command Key 2. 
This would have printed out the line BATCH ACCUMULATORS with the 
appropriate accumulated quantities for just that class. After 
printing, the accumulators would be reset to zero to begin 
accumulating from there for the next class or class 2. We 
would thereby have five totals for each of four classes, plus 
a final total labeled, TOTAL ACCUMULATORS. If we had used this 
technique (that is, if we had entered the items in cla$s 
sequence), the final two lines at end of job would have read, 
BATCH ACCUMULATORS with just those totals for class 4 followed 
by TOTAL ACCUMULATORS which would be the accumulators for all 
entries as is actually displayed now. 

At this time, we are at an end of job and would want to check 
our totals against the off line totals that were kept to 
ensure the accuracy of our entries. (In this exercise, check 
your totals against those in Figure 2.23.) If there were any 
errors, these can be corrected using the UPDATE function of 
DFU which will be explained later on. 
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EXERCISE 2 - ENTER FUNCTION 

TRANSACTION FILE LOAD 

The second DFU exercise will again be using the ENTER function 
to load to Transaction file. We will follow operations similar 
to Exercise 1 when we loaded the Inventory Master File. 

As in the case of loading the Inventory Master File, a source 
mell'.ber has already been loaded which defines the layopt of the 
record in the file. In this case, it was called QTRANS; whereas 
for the Inventory Master file it was called QINVEN. 

Let's begin the operations as we did in Exercise 1 by typing the 
word EN~"J?R and pressing the :g:,nt,~!'_Q!!,!;tQ~. As shown in Figure 3.1, 
the screen prompts us now asking for the file name of the file to 
be created. Enter TRANS for the name of this file and press Enter. 

r 

ENTER FILENAME FOR FILE TO BE CREATED 
TRANS 

Figure 3.1 

Next, the name of the format description for our entries is 
requested as shown in Figure 3.2. At this point type in QEX2 
for Exercise 2. 

r 

ENTER N~ME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

QEX2_ 

Figure 3.2 

Next, the RPG II source member name describing this file is 
asked for. As mentioned earlier, this is QTRANSe Key that in 
now as shown in Figure 3Q3. 
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\.. 

ENTER RPG II SOURCE MEMBER NAME 
QTRANS_ 

Figure 3.3 

Upon pressing the Enter key, the message DFU ATTRIBUTES ARE 
BEING BUILT flashes on the screen. When that message disappears, 
the first of our series of prompts appears. Look at Figure 3.4. 

*FILE TRANS 25 
*KEY 5 6 

01 * RECORD 
*CODE C T 1 

SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED? 

Figure 3.4 

As in the case of Exercise 1, the first four lines of the screen 
identify the. file to be created (Transaction File) and how we 
set it up in our source member QTRANS. These four lines will 
remain constant on the screen while we are keying in data for 
this record. The fifth line on the screen gives us our first 
prompt "SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED?". Using Command Key 9, 
respond with a yes to this prompt. 

Again, the value for delete code and position is requested with 
the next prompt. As in the case of the Inventory Master File, 
our delete code will be a D, but it will be in position 25 of 
our record. Therefore, key in D,25. 

The next prompt is new. to us. "SHOULD DFU GENERATE KEYS FOR 
YOU?" • 
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If __ we,,,wantD~U, tQ_g~l1~:L~t~_~_~-y~ __ .fQt:_\i$,___~ k,~y.._fJ~ld 0 f ... five, 
P9.f:)itJo:Q§L.,shoq.l.d be specifj~.ed in. our source member. Then 
when this prompt appears, we would answer yes to it through the 
use of Command Key 9. In the case of the Transaction file, we 
do want DFU to generate the record keys for us. Therefore, 
use Command Key 9 now to answer yes to the question "SHOULD DFU 
GENERATE RECORD KEYS FOR YOU?". 

The next question asks "ENTER COLUMN HEADINGS FOR KEYS". At 
this point, we could key in a descriptive heading for the key. 
However, in this case, since DFU will generate a series of 
sequential numbers which will become the key, there is no 
descriptive field which might be used to adequately describe it. 
*KEY is the default for this response. This will be appropriate 
for our printout. Therefore, simply press the Enter button to 
obtain *KEY as our heading for the keys. 

Column spacing value appears next as was the case in Exercise Ie 
Key a 2. 

The next prompt asks for the title of the report. Let's enter 
TRANSACTION LOAD. 

Again, the prompt "ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE?" appears as 
was the case in Exercise 1. Again i since this record type is 
the only record type described within QTRANS, answer yes to 
this prompt. Now we begin to enter the succession of field 
names and descriptive information regarding them. Take a look 
at Figure 3.5. 

QTRANS 

0001 FTRANS IPE 
0002 I TRANS AA 01 
0003 I 
0004 I 
0005 I 
0006 I 
0007 I 
0008 I 

25 25 SAl 
I CT 

Figure 3.5 
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This is a duplicate copy of QTRANS which was entered earlier. 
It contains the field names that we wish to key at this point. 
The key has already been described through previous responses. 
The code in position 1, a T, is indicated for every record 
and-therefore it is not asked for as we key now. The Twill 
automatically be entered into position 1 of each record of the 
Transaction file. 

Therefore, the first field to be defined is the field called 
CODE. As in the case of Exercise 1, we have a choice of 
pressing the Enter or the Record Advance button after each 
entry. In the case of CODE, we will want to ask ourselves if 
we want a different heading than the name of the variable itself -
CODE. In this case - no, as the word CODE 15 appropriate to 
describe the field on our listing. The other questions which 
would be asked are 'Is it an auto-dup field?', 'Is the field 
to be accumulated?', and 'Is it a self-check field?'. Again, 
if the answers to all three questions are no, we may skip 
those prompts. Therefore, after responding with the word CODE, 
press Record Advance as we need no more prompts to describe this 
field. 

The next field DATE falls into exactly the same situationo DATE 
is appropriate for the heading. It is not a self-check fieldo 
We will not accumulate it, and it is not an auto-dup field. 
Therefore, simply type in DATE and press the Record Advance Key .. 

The next field ITNUM (item number) should be typed in next. In 
this case, we would want to specify a separate heading as the 
variable name (ITNUM) might not be understood on a listing. 
Therefore, type in ITNUM, but press the Enter key. The column 
heading prompt appears next. Key in ITEM NO to respond to this 
prompt. As the answer to our next three questions would be no, 
press Record Advance. 

The next field is quantity or QTY. Type that and press the 
Enter button. Our heading for this field should be QUAN. 
Again, type this and then press the Enter key. We press the 
Enter key and not Record Advance because we want to accumulate 
this field. If we pressed Record Advance, the prompt asking 
if the field should be accumulated "lould be skipped and the 
default taken - no, would not allow the field to be accumulated. 
Therefore the next question which appears is illS THIS AN AUTO
DUP FIELD?u. Use Command Key 10 to signify no. Accumulate 
this field? - Command Key 9 to signify yes. Is this a self
check field? Command Key 10 to signify no. 

Now, we come to the last field to be entered which is DCODE. 
Type DCODE now and press the Enter button, as we wish to place 
the heading DELETE over this field. After typing this press 
the Enter button as we want to have the prompt, "IS THIS AN 
AUTO-DUP FIELD?" appear.. Answer yes to that question, no to 
the accumulate question, and no to the self-check field question. 
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Again, the screen requests to enter a field name. As there are 
no more field names for this record, simply press the Enter key. 
Now displayed on the screen is Figure 3.6. 

*ENT/UPD*LIST D,25 
*KEY *GENKEY *KEY 

2 *TITLE TRANSACTION LOAD 
01 *RECORD 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS. 

Figure 3.6 

The top four lines of our screen have changed from being descrip
tive of the record to a description of the responses that we have 
been keying. The four lines which appear are the first four lines 
of our specifications. The first line indicates that we are doing 
an ENTER/UPDATE function, that we are listing our records and that 
the delete code is a D in position 25. The second line indicates 
that the key is generated by DFU and has a heading of *KEY on the 
printout. The title of the report is I TRA..l\lSACTION LOAD I as indi
cated on line 3 as is a spacing value of 2. Line 4 begins the 
specification of the record that we have described (01). 

An option available to us now is to print the entire list of DFU 
attributes and specifications. We may do this by pressing Command 
Key 6 (the print command key) at this time 0 Let's do that now. 
Look at Figures 3.7 and 3.8. 

**** DFU ATTRIBUTES **** 

*FILE TRANS 25 
*KEY 5 6 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C T 1 

KEY 5.0 6 
CODE 1 7 
DATE 6.0 13 
ITNUM 6.0 19 
QTY 5.0 24 
DCODE 1 25 

Figure 3.7 
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2 
01 

**** DFU SPECIFICATIONS **** 

*ENT/UPD*LIST D,25 
*KEY *GENKEY *KEY 
*TITLE TRANSACTION LOAD 
* RECORD 
* 
* 
* 
*ADD 
*D 

CODE 
DATE 
ITNUM 
QTY 
DCODE 

Figure 3.8 

CODE 
DATE 
ITEM NO 
QUAN 
DELETE 

What has printed out is first a list of the DFU attributes which 
relate to the file as described in QTRANS, except changes have 
been made to make the format acceptable to DFU. DF_ll"at,tr.ip\1t,es 
are~ul1y"Q.es.Gr:Lbed ,ip. ,Cha,p:t:~!,:,_.~qf ,~heD:FlJ Reference Manual. 

Secondly, DFU specifications have printed which reflect all the 
responses we have made to the prompts: which fields to add, what 
headings to use, what fields to auto-dup, the title of the report, 
and the position and code for the delete code .DF_U __ ~P-J~J;j~.f.i.g~ 1:,~QJ:l.S; 
cp:;~ ~u1.~y.def39,:r:ibeq. in Chapter 10 of the DFU Reference Manual. 

If you notice, there are five more lines which appear on our DFU 
specifications after those which appeared on the screen. They 
define the fields that we have described. In the middle column 
are the five variables' names from the source member QTRANS. In 
the right-most column is the heading which we will print out 
over those fields. To the left are the operations, if any, that 
we will be doing with these fields. 

As we indicated, there are no special operations with code, date, 
or item number. As a matter of fact, code and date have the 
same heading as variable name while item number has a different 
heading as we specified. QTY was the field we wish to accumulate 
and therefore ADD appears to the left on that line. DCODE was 
the field we wished to auto-duPe The D appearing to the left 
on that line indicates that this is an auto-dup field. 

If we discovered an error at this point and wished to make a 
change, we can do so directly on these specifications rather 
than stepping through the entire series of prompts again. In 
Exercise 3, we will be changing such a specification., For now, 
let us proceed. 
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The screen asks us to hit the EOJ key to continue processing or 
update the DFU specifications. As we do not wish to update, 
press Command Key 7 to indicate end of job. The screen 
immediately displays the message 'DFU DIAGNOSTICS ARE NOW IN 
PROGRESS'. Again, at this point, if there were any errors 
we hadn't spotted in our specifications, DFU would isolate 
them at this time and tell us the error that we had made and 
indicate the line on which that error was made. In Exercise 6 
we will correct such an error. 

Again the prompt 'ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE IN THE FILE' 
appears. Key 15 and press the Enter button. Look at Figure 3.9. 

File-------J~ 

DFU Function 

TRANS 
ENTRY 

Title 

TRANSACTION LOAD 

Figure 3.9 

*KEY 
00010 

01 
00010 
'CODE 

/ 

Record Type 
Key Area 
Field Heading Line 
Field Contents Line 
Entry Area 

It represents the screen as you see it now. Figure 3.9 identifies 
the function of all those fields which are displayed. Notice as 
opposed to the display for the Master File during Exercise 1, 
some differences appear. 

1. As the key is automatically generated for this file, 
it already appears in the key area immediately 
underneath record type (00010). Keys are auto
matically numbered 00010, 00020, 00030, etc., 
when generated by DFU. Also it is already entered 
into our field contents line. Therefore, the first 
field to be entered is CODE. 

2. The content of CODE is set to a blank (not zero) 
as it was defined as alphameric and not numeric. 

Look at Figure 3.10. It is the data to be loaded into the 
transaction file. 
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TRANSACTION FILE 

REC DFU TRANS TRANS ITEM DELETE 
CODE KEY CODE DATE NO QUAN CODE 
(1) (2-6) (7) (8-13) (14-19) (20-24) (25) 

T I 081575 123456 40 

T I 080175 123458 10 

T A 080875 123458 50 

T R 080975 123458 500 

T A 081575 123459 lOO-

T A 080875 123460 SO-

T I 080875 123462 50 

T R 080175 123463 300 

T R 081275 123463 200 

T R 080675 123464 500 

T R 080175 123465 500 

T R 080375 123468 100 

Figure 3.10 

The System/32 is now ready for the entry of our first record. 
The first field requested is the code and for the first record 
the code is an ~I~. Type ~I~ and press the Enter button. Tne 
next field requested is the date. Key the date now (081575) 
and press the Enter button. Next, item number is asked for. 
Key the item number 123456 and press the Enter button. Quantity 
is asked for next. Key 40 and press the Enter button. The 
delete code is next. This will be blank as we are now loading 
these records; later on, if they are to be deleted, a D will 
be inserted here automatically. However, for the time being 
press the Enter button without keying an entry to load a blank. 

As that was the last field for the first record, we have now 
printed the record on the printer as we have answered yes to 
the "SHOULD THESE RECORDS BE LISTED?" prompt. Verify your 
printout with the first item line in Figure 3.11. 
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1?~tore w~eIl1::E?_~ the second record, don' t forget to press Command 
Key ~ fcr,t.he auto:':'dup fllnct,i6n so that. delete codes may be' 
~itp!_~~_~!-_~~ from '-record tor-ecord. 

At this point, key in the second record - "I" for code, the 
date, the item number, and the quantity of ten. Notice that 

, we printed immediately after keying quantity. As the delete 
code in the next field is now automatically duplicated, we do 
not have to key it again. 

B.~,:J:or_~.~~Il1:ering __ J:he re.maining records, notice that in. ~e fi~th 
a.rlg§i.x:threcQ~<.isthe QU9:nti t;y field is minus - a Illinu,~ 100 for 
Record 5 and a minus 50 for Record 6. After keying those numbers, 
pressfhe"--'EnEe"r"Mlnuskeyf6 indicate that these fields are 
negative. Also notice that the key field will be automatically 
updated by DFU, the first key being 00010, and the key for the 
last record being 00120. 

'Now key the rest of the records. 

Wh~!LWE?._h_~Y~_.~Ilter.~dtl1.e lae;t record, indiqateendo:E job. The 
Pr.Q~pt."appear9_~sk:il1.g11s ~.~L:thi~_.,Jnd~~dtheend of job. Depress 
Command Key 9 to respond yes to that question. Again, lines for 
both batch and total accumulators print out and your printout 
should be identical to Figure 3.11. As we did not use Command 
Key 2 to indicate any batch totals, the batch accumulator and 
total accumulator are the same at 2100. 

07/15/76 

*KEY CODE 

00010 I 
00020 I 
00030 A 
00.040 R 
00050 A 
00060 A 
00070 I 
00080 R 
00090 R 
00100 R 
00110 R 
00120 R 

BATCH ACCUMULATORS 

TOTAL ACCUMULATORS 

TRANSACTION LOAD 

DATE ITEM NO 

081575 
080175 
080875 
080975 
081575 
080875 
080875 
080175 
081275 
080675 
080175 
080375 

123456 
123458 
123458 
123458 
123459 
123460 
123462 
123463 
123463 
123464 
123465 
123468 

Figure 3.11 
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PAGE 001 

QUAN 

00040 
00010 
00050 
00500 
00100-
00050-
00050 
00300" 
00200 
00500 
00500 
00100 

DELETE 

QUAN 

2100 

2100 
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EXERCISE 3 - UPDATE FUNCTION 

TRANSACTION FILE UPDATE 

Exercise 3 will update the Transaction file. All three types of 
updating will be done, that is, we will add a record to the file, 
we will de_lej;e_ .. _a.nQ_t_her.reGg.~d from the file, and we will change 
a record in the file (that is, changing a field within that 
recQrd). In addition to performing these operations, we will 
also experiment in changing DFU specifications after entry and 
before the end of job. 

As this job will be an update, we will key the initial prompt of 
UPDATE as opposed to ENTER which we had keyed previously. Key 
UJ)J2~_~~ __ now. 

The screen next asks for the file name of the file to be main
tained. In this case it's our transaction file which we loaded 
under the name TRANS. Enter this now. 

The screen prompts for a name of the format description (that 
is the module where the result of our prompts will reside). Let's 
call it QEX3 as shown in Figure 4.1. 

r 
UPDATE 
ENTER FILENAME OF FILE TO BE MAINTAINED 
TRANS 
ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 
\. QEX3 

Figure 4.1 

Next, the name of ~he source member name is asked for. Type 
QTRANS. After the message 'DFU ATTRIBUTES ARE BEING BUILT' is 
displayed on the screen our prompts begin. 

Respond to the rest of the prompts as indicated on the following 
page. 
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PROMPT 

SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED? 

ENTER VALUES FOR 'DELETE CODE, 
POSITION' . 

SHOULD DFU GENERATE RECORD KEYS 
FOR YOU? 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS 

ENTER COLUMN SPACING VALUE 
(0-9,DEFAULT=1) 

ENTER TITLE 

Ol-ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

ENTER COLU~~ HEADING 

IS THIS AN AUTO-DUP FIELD? 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

IS THIS A SELF-CHECK FIELD? 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

IS THIS AN AQTO-DUP FIELD? 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

IS THIS A SELF-CHECK FIELD? 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
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RESPONSE 

YES (Command Key 9) 

D,25,Enter 

YES (Command Key 9) 

Enter (*KEY is the default) 

2,Enter 

TRANSACTIONS,Enter 

YES (Command Key 9) 

CODE, Record Advance 

DATE, Record Advance 

ITNUM, Enter 

ITEM NO, Record Advance 

QTY, Enter 

QUAN, Enter 

NO (Command Key 10) 

YES (Command Key 9) 

NO (Cornmand Key 

DCODE, Enter 

DELETE, Enter 

YES (Command Key 9) 

NO (Command Key 10) 

NO (Command Key 10) 

Enter 



Notice we entered the field names identically to the way we 
entered them for the ENTER Transaction file program. The 
field headings were the same as the field name for both code 
and date, and changed for item number to ITEM NO. 

In addition to making the heading for quantity QUAN, we 
accumulated the field. For delete code, we made it an auto
dup field and made the heading DELETE. Since we have keyed 
the last field and pressed Enter when DFU requested yet 
another field name, we have the display shown in Figure 4.2. 

*ENT/UPD*LIST 0,25 
*KEY *GENKEY *KEY 

2 *TITLE TRANSACTIONS 
01 *RECORD 
HIT EOJ eMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS. 

Figure 4.2 

Now, let's update a DFU specification instead of simply pressing 
Command Key 7 to continue processing. The title was entered as 
TRANSACTIONS. Let' Sf?ClY.,j:his was an error and we really shoul~ 
have entered TRANSACTION UPDATE. How can we change this before 
the program begins'?' 

As indicated in Exercise 2, our specifications consist of a 
nu~ber of lines, the first four of which are displayed on the 
screen. The one we would like to change is on the screen and 
is the third line. First, we must access that line. To do 
this, press the roll down key once~ Notice that the line for 
title has now moved to the fourth line of the screen. This is 
the point where we can access it. Ch_?l-gg~~ .. Q,~!"!. :P~_m~q~_,Qr;tlyj:.o 
tn~ liI1.~ tbCi.:t is pos.i tioned . fqurtll OIl the sc'ceen. 

The cursor is at the left under the number 2. We do not want 
to change that. Rather we vlantto move to the right-most 
field - TRANSACTIONS which is our heading.. To do .. this, press 
fJ .. elg .. "AdyanQ~." . .t.W'i_g_e. Notice the cursor is now under the T of 
the word TRANSACTIONS. Now, make the entry TRANSACTION UPDATE. 
Then press the Enter key or Record Advance key. 

As this is the last field on the line, it makes no difference 
since upon depression of the Enter key, we will go to the next 
line. If we had changed the second field of this line instead 
of the last, the cursor simply would have skipped to the next 
field on that same line upon depression of the Enter key. 
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Now that we have changed the heading, print out the DFU specifi
cations by pressing Command Key 6. 

It is not necessary to press Command Key 6 to print out the 
specifications with each job we enter. However, it is good to 
have a record of our specifications if we may wish to update 
them later. We will use Command Key 6 during this course to 
print out the attributes and specifications for reference 
purposes. Notice that when the specifications printed out the 
new title, TRANSACTION UPDATE appeared. 

Now, press Command Key 7 to indicate the end of job and to 
begin the actual update. The message 'DFU DIAGNOSTICS ARE NOW 
IN PROGRESS' appears on the screen. If there are no diagnostics, 
we will begin execution. 

If there are, the line in error will be the fourth line on the 
screen. Stop the flashing, look at the line and determine what 
the error is through reference to your System/32 Messages Guide -
utilities Program Product (SC2l-76l8). Then make the change to 
continue the job. Complete information on interpreting and 
changing DFU specifications is addressed in Chapter 10 of the 
System/32 utilities Program Product Reference Manual - DFU 
(SC2l-7600). 

Now we are ready to begin the actual updating. Notice the 
screen. It should be identical to Figure 4.3. Explanations 
of the fields displayed are also shown in Figure 4.3. 

File ------I ... 
DFU Function 

TRANS 
ENTRY 

Title 

TRANSACTION UPDATE 01 Record Type 
00130 ~Key Area 

*KEY CODE r--Field Heading Line 

l~ _____ .~ ___________ 0_0_1_3_0 ___ L_~:~~~UM 
Figure 4.3 

Notice the key area. It is numbered 00130. If you remember 
from the transaction load, we loaded twelve records, the last 
of which was key 00120. When we update, DFU will automatically 
assume that you will be adding records at the beginning of 
your run starting immediately after the last record previously 
entered. 

This will not be the case here. While we will add a record, it 
will appear back in the middle of the file. In order to put 
DFU into a mode where we may address records selectively, press 
Command Key 11 (that is, the CMD key with the minus sign). See 
Figure 4.4. 
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AUTO PRINT SELECT DELETE ADD PRINT EOJ DISPLAY YES NO UPDATE DEFINE 
DUP ACCUM FORMAT REC ATTR' RESULT 

SPEC FIELD 

Figure 4.4 

Your screen has changed so that it looks like Figure 4.5. 

r 
TRANS 
ENTRY 

TRANSACTION UPDATE 

Figure 4.5 

'1-1, 

01 
00130 
*KEY 
00000 
IIIII 

Notice that the field contents line is now five zeros for *KEY 
and underneath that are five slashes indicating that DFU is 
waiting to accept the key of the record we wish to address. The 
first record we wish to address is the sixth record in ourf-ile 
(see Figure 4.6). 
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REC 
CODE 
(1) 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

DFU 
KEY 

(2-6) 

00010 

00020 

00030 

00040 

00050 

00060 

00070 

00080 

00090 

00100 

00110 

00120 

TRANS 
CODE 

(7) 

I 

I 

A 

R 

A 

A 

I 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

TRANSACTION FILE 

TRANS 
DATE 

(8-13) 

081575 

080175 

080875 

080975 

081575 

080875 

080875 

080175 

081275 

080675 

080175 

080375 

Figure 4.6 

ITEM 
NO QUAN 

(14-19) (20-24) 

123456 

123458 

123458 

123458 

123459 

123460 

123462 

123463 

123463 

123464 

123465 

123468 

40 

10 

50 

500 

100-

50-

50 

300 

200 

500 

500 

100 

DELETE 
CODE 
(25) 

This record is key number 00060. The quantity was entered as a 
minus fifty. It should have been a plus fifty. Let's make that 
,...'h::ll'l"\rYQ'I"\"T.7 
...................... ":j'"'" ...... ""'yy. 

First, enter the key o~ this record - 00060. Immediately 
displayed is the first field which might be changed - CODE. We 
do not wish to change it. Therefore, press Field Advance. The 
next field - DATE appears. Again, press Field Advance. Item 
number appears. Again, we do not wish to change this. Press 
Field Advance again. 

Now we come to the quantity field. Notice that it is minus fifty. 
Immediately underneath the minus fifty is the minus fifty repre
sented again with the cursor underneath the left-most zero. At 
that point, key in 50 and press the Enter Plus key to indicate 
that is a plus field. We do not wish to change the .next and last 
field, the delete field. Therefore, press Record Advance as we 
have finished making changes to this record. Notice the printout 
we have obtained as shown in Figure 4.7. 
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07/15/76 

*KEY CODE 

00060 A 

*** 

TRANSACTION UPDATE 

DATE ITEM NO 

080875 123460 

Figure 4.7 

PAGE 001 

QUAN DELETE 

00050-
00050 

NOTE: The printout will appear during this program as a result 
of having answered yes to the 'SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED?' 
prompt. 

*** 

First the report heading has printed out, along with the field 
headings. A line is printed out representing the old record. 
Any field that is changed prints out again on a second line 
immediately under the same field in the first line. (If a 
field has not been changed, the second line prints out blank 
for that field.) This way we keep a permanent record of changes 
that have been made. The quantity for key 00060 has now been 
changed to plus fifty. This is the first type of change. 

The next type of change we will do is to delete a record. 
Reference Figure 4.6. In this case, we wish to delete the 
last record - 00120, because it has an invalid item number. 
There is no record for item number 123468 in the master file 
and therefore this record was entered in error. We now want 
to delete it. 

Notice we are now waiting for a new key to be entered. Key in 
00120 and press the Enter button. We can confirm that this is 
the record we want to delete by pressing Field Advance a 
sufficient number of times to check its fields' contents. In 
this case, field advancing to the item number field and seeing 
123468 is sufficient to indicate that this is the record we 
wish to delete. 

Having done that, depress Command Key 4 as shown in Figure 4.4 
to delete the record. What prints out is the record as it 
existed on the file with the exception that now a "D" is 
positioned in the delete code area as shown in Figure 4.8. 
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07/15/76 TRANSACTION REPORT PAGE 001 

*KEY CODE DATE ITEM NO QUAN DELETE 

00060 A 080875 123460 00050-
00050 

00120 R 080375 123468 00100 D 
RECORD DELETED 

Figure 4.8 

The D is placed in position 25 of the record (as we had indicated 
in our responses to the prompts) and under the heading DELETE~ In 
addition, the statement RECORD DELETED appears immediately under
neath it to assure that this record has been deleted during this 
run. 

Later, in any other programs that might access this file, the 
delete code would be checked and if a D was in position 25 as is 
now the case, this record would be ignored. During a file 
maintenance run, all records with this D will be removed from 
the file .. 

Finally, the third operation we might wish to do during an update 
is to add a record.. In this case, look at Figure 4.9. 

*KEY CODE DATE ITEM NO QUAN DELETE 

00085 I 080275 123463 00250 

Figure 4.9 

This is a record we want to add between the eighth and ninth 
records in the file. The way to do this is to' first create a 
unique key for it which has a number between the numbers of 
the keys for the eighth and ninth records (in this case, 00085). 
Key this in now .. 

DFU knows that there is presently no such record in our file 
and thereby knows that we are about to add a record. Code is 
asked for. Key an I and press Enter. Date is asked for. Key 
in 080275. Similarly, key item number, quantity and delete 
code (a blank at this time). 
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After delete code has been keyed, a line prints out on our 
report with the keyed data on it. You can tell that it is an 
addition as neither the D appears under DELETE which would 
signify a delete, nor two lines appear with a change to a field 
indicating that a change has been made to that recordo Thereby 
this is truly an addition. 

Any entries that were made in error and are discovered at that 
point- can simply be rechanged again as we are in the middle of 
an update program. For example, if we had decided that item 
number 123468 should not have been deleted, we would simply key 
that key back in (00120) and change the delete code back to a 
blank. 

This is the last of our updates. Depress Command Key 7 to 
indicate end of job. Again, the prompt with the question "END 
OF JOB?" appears.. Answer yes by pressing COIIL-rnand Key 9. 

07/15/76 TRANSACTION REPORT 

*KEY CODE DATE ITEM NO QUAN 

00060 A 080875 123460 00050-
00050 

00120 R 080375 123468 00100 
RECORD DELETED 
00085 I 080275 123463 00250 

BATCH ACCUMULATORS 

TOTAL ACCUMULATORS 

Figure 4 .. 10 

PAGE 001 

DELETE 

D 

QUAN 

250 

250 

Notice again in Figure 4.10 that batch and total accumulators 
have printed. If we were updating in batches, we could have 
taken batch totals by pressing Command Key 2 as we were 
proceeding. However since we did not, the batch accumulator 
and the total accumulator are the same. 

The total 250 in this case indicates the addition of a record 
with a quantity of 250~ the deletion of a record that had a 
quantity of 100, plus the changing of a quantity field in a 
third record from a minus fifty to a plus fifty or a plus 100 
net giving us a total net change on quantity of a plus 250. 
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At this point, you should use this program to correct any 
errors made when you loaded the transaction file. Simply 
re-enter the UPDATE command and respond to the only two prompts 
with: TRANS (File Name) and QEX3 (Format Description). No 
other prompts are required as the format description contains 
all the responses we made previously. 

If we wish to correct any entry errors made when we loaded the 
Inventory Master file (INVENT), we can use the format description 
created when we answered the prompts to load that file (QEX1). 
Enter the UPDATE command then respond to the two succeeding 
prompts with INVENT (File Name) and QEXl (Format Description). 

*** 
NOTE: 

*** 

Before creating a format description for updating a 
file, check how similar the format description that was 
used to load the file (ENTER) is. If your responses 
to the prompts would be the same or almost the same 
as the ENTRY format description for that file, you may 
well want to use that format description instead of going 
through a new prompting sequence for updating it. 

The techniques and benefits of re-using a previously created 
format description will be fully explained during the next 
exercise - INQUIRY. 
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EXERCISE 4 - INQUIRY FUNCTION 

INVENTORY MASTER FILE INQUIRY 

Exercise 4 will use the third function of DFU - INQUIRY. An 
inquiry program is one which displays on the screen (or prints) 
the status of fields from a record selected by the operator. 
Inquiries into the status of many different records may be 
done during the running of a single inquiry program. 

We will inquire into our inventory master file. What we want 
displayed on the screen in answer to our inquiry with an item 
number are its class, description, and on hand, on order, and 
back order amounts. We may also choose to print the results 
of our inquiry to have a permanent record of the data retrieved. 

An inquiry of this type might be used to quickly determine if 
there are a sufficient number of units of a particular item on 
hand to satisfy an order. 

To begin the job,type in INQUIRY, and press the Enter button. 

A prompt appears asking for the file name of the inquiry file. 
In this case, key I~y;t?~':r', the inventory master file. 

The next prompt asks for the name of the format description. 
Key qEX~. 

The name of the source member is then requested. This is Q~NVEN, 
the source member describing the inventory master file. After 
keying this and pressing the Enter button, the message 'DFU 
ATTRIBUTES ARE BEING BUILT' is displayed and after that, we 
will continue with the series of prompts. 

The first prompt which appears is the question, "ARE YOUR RECORD 
KEYS ALL NUMERIC?". In our case, answer yes (Command Key 9). 
"ENTER COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS" is the next prompt. For this 
file, if you remember, the key was not generated by DFU, and it 
is the item number field. Therexore, key in ITEM NO for" the 
heading for keys. Now continue with the following responses. 
COLUMN SPACING VALUE - 2, TITLE - INVENTORY INQUIRY, "ANY FIELDS 
FROM THIS RECORD TYPE?" - YES (this is the only record type within 
QINVEN). The next prompt is "ENTER FIELD NAME". 

In ca~e of the INQUIRY, the five field-related prompts that we 
had with the ENTER and UPDATE functions will not be used. Rather 
only the first two (field name and heading) are prompted during 
the inquiry. Th~re is no need for the prompts on auto-dup, 
accumulating, or self-checking to appear. 
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If you remember, our inquiry is supposed to display, in addition 
to item number, class, description, on hand, on order, and back 
order amounts. As we already entered the information for item 
number when the information for key was being prompted, the 
next field name to be entered is CLASS. For this exercise, we 
will show you another technique to enter field names. 

Youm~y. prefer, in S()mELc .. a~e~."_,, rather th~n typing the the word 
c.tAs~~ .. L_~Q,."A~E!J,9~,t~,~itf:r.;'9:m1:he, DFU attr~ibutes being displayed 
ol1 __ .th~_, ~tq;t;:,~~;n • 'l'h..e ... f .. ie.ld.",app_e_aring,.in..,the, .. fourth .... _line. of.. the 
SCr~~!L,W'QyJ.1tJ:?§ __ §JJj;:.~:J:;'ed",ge . .thefJelq .. ,nJ;"me"."upon .. ,press.ing the Dup 
key." For example, in this case, the next field we want to enter 
is CLASS. It happens to be positioned on line 4 of the screeno 
Pres~._" . .h1'l~ .. _RgpJ~e,y. Notice CLASS appears under field name. If 
that is also to be our heading (as it is), simply press the 
Record Advance and we will proceed to our next item. 

The next item to be entered is description. Press the roll up 
bar once. Notice description now appears on line 4 (DESC). 
Press the Dup key again. Instead of typing in DESC, it 
automatically appears through the depression of the Dup key. 
Either choice is acceptable. Whichever one is the most 
comfortable to you is the best one to use (i.e., whether to 
type in the variable name or to locate it and position it to 
the fourth line of your screen and press the Dup key). 

We want to enter a separate heading for description. Therefore, 
instead of pressing Record Advance, press Enter. The column 
heading prompt appears. At this point, type in the word 
DESCRIPTION and press the Enter key or Record Advance key as 
this is the last prompt for this field. 

Now press roll up again. PRICE will appear. We are not 
interested in price for this inquiry. Press roll up again. 
ONHAND appears. We do want the on hand amount to be displayed 
during this inquiry. Press the Dup key and Enter sinc7 we want 
to have a different heading for our field. Then type In ON HAND 
with a space between the two words. Press the Enter key. 

Again, roll up to ONORD, press the Dup key, Enter, type ON ORDER 
and Enter. Roll up to BKORD, press the Dup key, Enter and type 
BACK ORDER for our heading. Press the Enter keyo 

As there are no more field names that we need for our inquiries, 
press the Enter key without responding to the new field name 
prompt. 
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We now have the prompt asking to press the EOJkey or to update 
DFU specifications. We do not wish to update specifications in 
this exercise. We should go ahead therefore and print out the 
DFU specifications by pressing Command Key 6. After the specifi
cations have printed, depress Command Key 7 to indicate the end 
of job. At that point, the message 'DFU DIAGNOSTICS ARE NOW IN 
PROGRESS' appears. If there are none, we will immediately begin 
executing the inquiry program. The resulting screen is identical 
to Figure 5.1. A description of what you see is also included 
in Figure 5.1. 

File----..... 
DFU Function 

INVENT 
INQUIRY 

Title 

INVENTORY INQUIRY 01 

Figure 5.1 

123456 
ITEM NO CLASS 

123456 01 
LlIIII 

Record Type 
. Key Area 

Field Heading Line 
Field Contents Line 
Entry Area 

Data from the first record automatically appears as we start 
our job. As we key in the item numbers for our inquiries, the 
screen will change to display the contents of those records. 

At this point, we are ready to. begin our inquiry. Look at the 
inventory file as shown in Figure 5.2. 
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INVENTORY MASTER FILE 

REC ITEM ITEM ON ON BACK SALES SALES DELETE 
CODE NO CLASS DESCRIPTION PRICE HAND ORDER ORDER M-T-D Y-T-D CODE 
(1) (2-7) (8-9) (10-21) (22-26) (27-31) (32-36) (37-41) (42-46) (47-51) (52) 

I 123456 1 WRENCH 8.00 100 100 300 

I 123457 4 NAILS .50 400 50 25 300 

I 123458 3 BRUSH 2.50 25 500 50 

I 123459 2 NUTS .50 400 1000 25 25 
~ 
ex> I 123460 2 SCREWDRIVER 4.00 100 100 500 

I 123461 3 BOLTS .75 400 10 10 

I 123462 1 PLIERS 4.25 100 1000 75 150 

I 123463 2 SCREWS .30 200 500 100 600 

I 123464 1 HAMMER 3.00 50 500 150 500 

I 123465 1 SAW 10.00 40 500 25 550 

Figure 5.2 



Let's inquiry into item number 123458. Key this now and press 
the Enter button. Immediately on the screen that item number 
appears along with its class - class number 3. To obtain its 
description which is the next field we specified, press Field 
Advance. The item description BRUSH appears. The next field 
in the record - PRICE - was not defined in our response to the 
prompts as a field we wished to display. Therefore, when we 
press Field Advance again, the next field defined - ONHAND -
appears (with a balance of 25). Do this now. 

Upon pressing Field Advance again, an on order amount of 500 is 
evident. A back order amount of 0 appears when it is pressed 
yet another time. 

At this point, we could key in another item number that we may 
wish to inquire into. However, before doing that, we may wish 
to print out the data from our inquiry. We can do this by 
pressing Command Key 6. The headings will print along with the 
fields which we have just displayed. Press Command Key 6 now. 

Let's do another inquiry - 123461. Enter this now. Field 
Advance twice to the on hand figure of 400. Let's say that this 
is the amount we wanted to see. We are not interested in the 
other two fields, on order and back order. But we do want to 
print out the results of this particular inquiry. Press Command 
Key 6. On order and back order also print. In this case, they 
happen to be O. The printout always shows all the fields 
described regardless of what was displayed. 

We may continue inquiring as often as we like in this manner 
until we are finished. Assuming this was our last inquiry, 
press Command Key 7 and then respond yes with Command Key 9 
to the end of job prompt. This is the end of our inquiry run. 
Our listing should appear as shown in Figure 5.3. 

07/15/76 

ITEM NO 

123458 
123461 

INVENTORY INQUIRY 

CLASS DESCRIPTION 

03 BRUSH 
03 BOLTS 

ON HAND 

00025 
00400 

Figure 5.3 

PAGE 001 

ON ORDER BACK ORDER 

00500 00000 
00000 00000 

In the case of the INQUIRY and the UPDATE programs, you may wish 
to rerun them again and again as need for updates and inquiries 
appears. However, you do not have to re-enter the series of 
prompts every time you wish to use the program. This is 
unnecessary. The first time the prompts are entered, they are 
stored after conversion by DFU into a module which we refer to 
as the format description. After the initial loading, this 
format description is referred to in order to rerun the job. 
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For example, we have just finished entering prompts for an 
inquiry job. We have also executed that inquiry job, completed 
it, and gone to an end of job. Now, let's say we wanted to do 
more inquiries of the same type; that is, into our item master 
file and displaying such things as class, description, and on 
hand, on order, and back order amounts. Our responses were 
all stored in the format description under the name QEX4. We 
can retrieve that now. 

If you remember, the prompt asking for the format description 
included within parentheses 'THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ'. Take 
a look at Figure 5.4 to see that message. 

ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

QEX4 

Figure 5.4 

If we had not keyed an entry (QEX4) at that point and simply 
pressed the Enter button, our resulting module would have been 
stored under the name #DFUOBJ. However, the next time a 
series of prompts was entered for another DFU job, the format 
description might have then become #DFUOBJ and the format 
description for our first job would have been replaced. The 
use of a unique name for the format description as we have been 
doing enables us to store the results of anyone setup step 
(that is, responding to a series of prompts) by that unique 
name and making it recallable at any time in the future. 

Let's recall the inquiry program now without having to respond 
to prompts. Re-enter the command INQUIRY. Having done that 
the next question asked is 'ENTER FILE NAME OF INQUIRY FILE'. 
Key INVENT. Next comes the prompt for format description. Key 
QEX4. 

Since QEX4 is already stored as a result of our last run, upon 
pressing the Enter button after this entry has been made, all 
the attributes and specifications for that module are retrieved 
and the result is that our screen will display our inventory 
inquiry format immediately ready for execution. (As mentioned 
earlier, the first record in the file automatically appears at 
the beginning of execution.) 
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At this point, let's inquire into item number 123465. Key that 
number in now. Field Advance to display the fields. Press 
Command Key 6 to print if you desire. And then, since this is 
our only inquiry, press Command Key 7 for end of jobo Then 
press Command Key 9 to answer the prompt - "END OF JOB?". 

We have been able to execute our inquiry very quickly without 
going through the prompts. In other words, once the prompts 
have been answered, and that job needs to be run again, there 
is no need to re-enter them. 

*** 
NOTE: The following example is for illustrative purposes only 

and should not be run on the System/32~ 

*** 
An even greater short cut may be taken by the use of the INQUIRY 
command statement. A command statement allows us to key what 
would be our responses to the first few prompts at the same time 
we enter the DFU function (INQUIRY). Instead of receiving the 
prompts to enter file name and the name of the format description, 
we could begin the inquiry job simply by typing the command 
statement as shown below and pressing the Enter key. 

INQUIRY file name, format description name 

INQUIRY INVENT,QEX4 

This way, there are absolutely no prompts required at all, and 
our job would begin with a single command statement. This also 
may be used again anytime after the original prompts have been 
answered. 

We will use command statements in later exercises. 
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EXERCISE 5 - LIST FUNCTION 

CLASS LISTING 

Exercise 5 will be the first of three exercises to use the fourth 
and last function of DFU - the LIST function. In Exercise 5 
we will be referencing the inventory master file ,- INVENT. 
Figure 6.1 is an illustration of what the report will look like. 

07/15/76 GROUP LISTING PAGE 1 

CLASS ON HAND ON ORDER BACK ORDER 

1 290 2000 o * 
2 700 1500 o * 
3 425 500 0 * 
4 400 0 50 * 

1815 4000 50 ** 

Figure 6.1 

The listing will provide a grouping of on hand, on order, and 
back order balances by class for each of the four classes of 
inventory items (numbered 1 through 4). There will be no 
detail printing - only total printing for each class and then 
a final total for all classes reflecting total on hand, on order 
and back order quantities. 

Let's enter the LIST command with its parameters rather than 
entering the parameters by responding to prompts. Type in the 
LIST command as illustrated below: 

LIST file name,format description name,source member n~~e 

LIST INVENT,QEX5,QINVEN 

Notice the fourth entry (QINVEN - the source member name) is 
entered here and not in the inquiry command which we described 
in Exercise 4. This is because here. the format description 
(QEX5) must yet be built and we must tell DFU that it will be 
using QINVEN. In Exercise 4, QEX4 was already built and as we 
had entered QINVEN in response to the source member name prompt 
originally, there was no need to repeat it in that INQUIRY 
command. 
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*** 

NOTE: The exact format of the LIST command in addition to the 
ENTER, UPDATE and INQUIRY· commands is contained in the 
DFU Reference Manual, Appendix A (SC2l-7600). 

*** 

After the command has been keyed, press the Enter button. The 
message'DFU ATTRIBUTES ARE BEING BUILT' will be displayed on 
the screen. Notice as we have entered the three parameters with 
the LIST cowmand, the prompts for those parameters did not 
appear. As in the previous programs, the first four lines of 
the DFU attributes for QINV~Nare displayed on the screen 
followed by the fifth line which is our first prompt. Look at 
Figure 6.2 to verify your display. 

*FILE INVENT 
*KEY 

01 * RECORD 
*CODE C I 

IS THIS A SUMMARY LIST? 

52 
6 

1 

l_-_____________________ J 

Figure 6.2 

The first question asks, "IS THIS A SUMMARY LIST?" - a sununary 
list being those lists which include group totals. The answer 
is yes. Press ComrrLand Key 9. 

The next prompt asks us on our summary list, "SHOULD DETAIL 
RECORDS BE PRINTED?". For this program we are only printing 
the class totals and detail records should not be printed. 
Press Command Key 10 to indicate no. 

Column spacing value should be entered as 2 as previously. 
The title of our listing will be GROUP LISTING. Type this in 
now. The prompt "ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE?" is again 
answered with a yes command from Command Key 9. 

In the case of a listing, only three prompts are requested 
for each field - the field name, its heading and if the field 
is to be accumulated. There would be no prompt for auto-dup 
or for self-checking for a listing program. 

DFU is now asking for the first field name to be used in our 
report. In this case it is CLASS. We can indicate CLASS 
simply by pressing the Dup button since it is the fourth line 
displayed on the screen. As the word CLASS is appropriate for 
our column title we do not need the field heading prompt to 
appear. Nor do we plan to accumulate CLASS. Therefore, press 
Record Advance after CLASS has been entered. 
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The next field name is requested. Use the roll up key and 
press it three times to arrive at ONHAND. Press the Dup button 
to record ON HAND as the next field which we will enter. This 
time press the Enter button after keying ONHAND to prompt 
e ENTER COLUr.'lNHEADING'. Enter the coIUIll.l"1 heading as two 
separate words - ON HAND. Now press the Enter button because 
we want to be able to answer yes to the last prompt for the 
field - "ACCUlw1ULATE THIS FIELD?". Now press Co:mmand Key 9 to 
respond yes. 

Similarly we should now enter the on order information. Roll 
up the screen once, press Dup, press Enter, spell ON ORDER, 
press Enter and answer yes to "ACCUMULATE THE FIELD?ne 

Finally, the last field BKORD can be rolled up by pressing 
the roll up key one more time. Then press the Dup key followed 
by the Enter key, enter BACK ORDER, and press Enter to arrive 
at the prompt, "ACCU!vlULATE THIS FIELD?" to which we answer 
yes through Command Key 9. 

The screen returns to another 'ENTER FIELD NAME' request. 
There are no more for this program. Simply press Enter. Now we 
will receive a series of new prompts unique to the LIST function 
of DFU. 

The next question asked is "ARE THRE A..~y CONTROL FIELDS?" 
Since this printout includes totals by class, CLASS would 
naturally be a control field. A control field is any field 
on which a change in that field will create a control break 
where printouts of totals for that group can occur. 

In this case, we would want to print all accumulated totals 
for a particular control field - in this case CLASS. So, in 
response to the question if there are any control fields, 
answer yes through Command Key 9. 

Next, we are asked for the name of that control field. In this 
case it is CLASS. Either roll down the screen five times or 
simply type the word CLASS followed by pressing the Enter 
button. DFU now asks if there is another control field. There 
could theoretically be many control fields. However, in this 
case there is only one - CLASS. Therefore a null response 
(that is, pressing the Enter button without any entry) will 
indicate that there are no more control fields. 

The next question asks, "SHOULD THE FILE BE SORTED?". The 
answer to this is yes. If you will look at the inventory file 
listing in Figure 6.3 you will see that the items in the file 
are not in order by class. 
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INVENTORY MASTER FILE 

REC ITEM ITEM ON ON BACK SALES SALES DELETE 
CODE NO CLASS DESCRIPTION PRICE HAND ORDER ORDER M-T-D Y-T-D CODE 
(1) (2-7) (8-9) (10-21) (22-26) (27-31) (32-36) (37-41) (42-46) (47-51) (52) 

I 123456 1 WRENCH 8.00 100 100 300 

I 123457 4 NAILS .50 400 50 25 300 

I 123458 3 BRUSH 2.50 25 500 50 

I 123459 2 NUTS .50 400 1000 25 25 
-..J 
0'\ I 123460 2 SCREWDRIVER 4.00 100 100 500 

I 123461 3 BOLTS .75 400 10 10 

I 123462 1 PLIERS 4.25 100 1000 75 150 

I 123463 2 SCREWS .30 200 500 100 600 

I 123464 1 HAMMER 3.00 50 500 150 500 

I 123465 1 SAW 10.00 40 500 25 550 

Figure 6.3 



The first item number, 123456, is in class 1. The next is in 
class 4. The next is in class 3. Therefore, this file would be 
sorted before we would print it out. Use Command Key 9to 
answer yes to this response. 

N~xt, we are asked for the name of the sort field. In this case, 
since we want the records sorted by class we would indicate CLASS 
through the use of the roll-up, roll-down ke,ys or through typing 
in the wor4 CLASS. Indicate this now. 

The next question asked about CLASS is, "IS IT ASCENDING?". In 
order to sort our file the System/32 has to know whether to 
sort the records into ascending or descending number by class. 
In this case ascending is correct. Press Command Key 9. 

Next we are asked if there is another sort field named. Our 
response to this is that there is not and we would indicate 
this by simply pressing the Enter button without entering 
another name. 

The next question asked is, "SELECT RECORDS BASED ON FIELD 
VALUES?". This is a function of DFU which will be used in 
Exercise 7 and explained at that time. For now the answer is 
no through Command Key 10. 

That being the last prompt we now have the beginning of our 
DFU specifications displayed on the screen plus the request to 
hit the EOJ key (Command Key 7) or to update our DFU specifi
cations. Press Command Key 6 (to print out our specifications) 
and then press the EOJ key. The message 'DFU DIAGNOSTICS ARE 
NOW BEING PERFORMED' is displayed after which we are about to 
begin execution of our program. 

One final prompt is displayed, asking us whether the file is to 
be sorted or not. We indicated in our response to a prompt 
that the file is to be sorted. However, the presence of this 
prompt would also give us the ability not to sort the file by 
responding NOSORT to this prompt. In other words we have the 
ability to run the program each of two different ways any time 
we wish even though we have only loaded one format description. 

In this case we wish to sort the file so type in the word SORT 
and press Enter. Upon doing that a message will be displayed 
indicating your data file is now being sorted. After the file 
is sorted, our listing will print out. At that time check it 
against the Figure 6.4 to ensure that all our entries were 
accurate. 
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07/15/76 GROUP LISTING PAGE 1 

CLASS ON HAND ON ORDER BACK ORDER 

1 290 2000 o * 
2 700 1500 o * 
3 425 500 o * 
4 400 0 50 * 

1815 4000 50 * 

Figure 6.4 
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EXERCISE 6 - LIST FUNCTION 

SALES REPORT 

Exercise 6 will again be a listing involving the inventory 
master file. However, as opposed to a summary listing this will 
be a detail summary listing. That is, group totals will print 
but also detail records will appear on the printout as shown in 
Figure 7.1. 
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07/15/76 SALES REPORT PAGE 1 

ITEM NO CLASS DESCRIPTION PRICE SALES M-T-D $ M-T-D SALES Y-T-D $ Y-T-D 

123456 1 WRENCH 8.00 100 800.00 300 2400.00 
123462 1 PLIERS 4.25 75 318.75 150 637.50 
123464 1 HAMMER 3.00 150 450.00 500 1500.00 
123465 1 SAW 10.00 25 250.00 550 5500.00 

350 1818.75 1500 10037.50 * 

123459 2 NUTS 0.50 25 12.50 25 12.50 
123460 2 SCREWDRIVER 4.00 100 400.00 500 2000.00 

co 123463 2 SCREWS 0.30 100 30.00 600 180.00 
0 

225 442.50 1125 2192.50 * 

123458 3 BRUSH 2.50 0 0.00 50 125.00 
123461 3 BOLTS 0.75 10 7.50 10 7.50 

10 7.50 60 132.50 * 

123457 4 NAILS 0.50 25 12.50 300 150.00 

25 12.50 300 150.00 * 
610 2281.25 2985 12512.50 ** 

Figure 7.1 



The file will be sorted into item number within class sequence 
as opposed to the strictly item number sequence in which it is 
now. In addition, we will multiply the sales month-to-date 
and year-to-date figure~ of each item by its price to arrive 
at a price of goods sold month-to-date and year-to-date. 
Therefore, on each detail line two extra fields will appear 
which are not in the record. Both will be derived by multiply
ing the price by one field or the other, sales month-to-date or 
sales year-to-date. 

Control breaks will be taken on class and totals of the quantity 
month-to-date, the dollars month-to-date, the quantity year-to- ' 
date and the dollars year-to-date will be printed for each class. 
Totals will also print after the last record of the last class 
has been read to give us final totals for the report. 

In addition, while 'loading our responses to prompts we will 
deliberately make an error so that you may see the error 
recovery procedure to be taken when prompts have been incorrectly 
responded to. 

Now let us begin using the complete prompt method; that is, 
instead of using the entire LIST command we will simply .type in 
the word LIST. This is followed by a prompt for the file name 
which is INVENT. This, in turn is followed by a request for 
the format description which we will enter as QEX6. The name 
of the source member is then requested (which is QINVEN) and 
this is entered. 

At this point the DFU attributes are being built as is indicated 
by the display on the screen. The first four records in the 
DFU attributes for the source member QINVEN are then displayed 
along with the first prompt, "IS THIS A SUMMARY LIST?". This 
display is'shown in Figure 7.2. 

r *FILE INVENT 52 7 " 
*KEY 6 

01 * RECORD 
*CODE C I 1 

IS THIS A SUMMARY LIST? 

" 
Figure 7.2 

A_-y_e.Q_.~·J~J?~onse to II I~ THIS A SUMl-iARY LIST? II is required as we 
will be takIng --'group' ·totaIs." . Th~e next ques tion is, ".sHQ,(I~I2, 
DETAIL_ ... RECO_RDS_, __ BE._._Lr_STEJ2?·~_ •. _._ ... .A-y...e._s response should be indica ted 
here. This is followed by the "SHOULD RECORD KEYS BE PRINTED?" 
prompt. In the case of INVENT, our inventory master file, the 
record keys are the item numbers and yes._we. do' want. ,".tlle., .... it,e.,lll 
Q~rs to print. Therefore answer yes to this question. The 
next question is, "~_~_ .. ¥.9U_~_~~~§~~~~.,,~u~g!.Q£".!, , ~epJy,._y~s. 
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The column heading for keys should-be ITEM NO. Column spacing is 
again 2. The title of the listing will be SALES REPORT. Enter 
this now and press the Enter ·key. Again the prompt "ANY FIELDS 
FROM THIS RECORD TYPE?" appears to which we answer yes. 

Now we are asked for the first field name in this record type 
we will be using in our report. As item number was already 
described when we responded to the questions about keys, the 
first field we have to define is CLASS. Press the Dup key as 
CLASS is displayed on line 4 of our screen. Again the word 
CLASS is also appropriate for our heading and we do not want to 
accumulate it. Therefore press the Record Advance key. 

The next field we wish to indicate is item description. Press 
the roll-up button once to get DESC onto the fourth line. 
Press the Dup key followed by the Enter key because we want 
the heading to be the actual word DESCRIPTION. Key this now 
and press the Record Advance key as we do not wish to (and 
cannot) accumulate this field. 

Use the roll-up key once to arrive at the next field which will 
print which is PRICE. As in the case of CLASS (the field name), 
PRICE is appropriate for our heading and we do not want to 
accumulate the field. Therefore simply press the Dup key and 
Record Advance. 

Now press the roll-up key four times to arrive at the sales 
month-to-date field (SLSMTD). This is the number of units we 
have sold for this particular item month-to-date. Press the 
Dup key to indicate that that will be our field name and then 
press the Enter button because we want to put in a different 
heading. Let's put in SALES M-T-D for salesmonth-to-date 
and then press the Enter button as we want to accumulate this 
field by answering yes to the next prompt. Now that we have 
that prompt, press Command Key 9 to indicate yes. 

The next field we want to print out on our report is the 
dollar amount of the sales month-to-date. This field is not 
in the records of the file. Therefore, it must be created 
at this time. 

To indicate that we are about to create a field not in a record 
press Command Key 12; that is, the CMD key followed by the 
plus-equal key to the right on the top line. This results in 
a prompt asking us to enter the length of the result field. As 
this field will be arrived at by multiplying price, a five 
position - two decimal field, by sales month-to-date - a five 
position - no decimal field, a result field of 10 is appropriate. 
Enter 10 now. 

The next prompt asks for the number of decimal positions. As 
we are multiplying a 2 decimal field by a 0 decimal field the 
answer should be 2. Key this now. 
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The next prompt asks for the column heading. Key in $ M-T-D 
for dollars month-to-date. 

The next question asked is should we accumulate this field. 
Use Command Key 9 to indicate yes. 

Now we are asked for the first factor used in arriving at this 
result field. Use the Dup key to take sales month-to-date 
(SLSMTD) and place it on line 6. Then press the Enter key. 

Now we are asked for the next factor in the result field. This 
is PRICE - the field that we wish to multiply sales month-to
date by. Either type this field or roll down to it and press 
the Dup button. Then press the Enter key. 

The next prompt asks for the operation to be done - in this 
case multiply. MULT should be entered. 

After we responded with MULT the next prompt asks for the next 
factor in the result field. This would be used in situations 
where the result would be arrived at through more than one 
operation which in this case was a multiply. For example, 
your result field might result from A plus B minus C divided 
by D. In this case you would need more than two factors to 
arrive at the result field. As there are no more factors to 
be entered in this calculation, leave the response line blank 
and press the Enter button. 

The next prompt is 'ENTER FIELD NAME'. At this point we should 
enter our last field name from the record which is the sales 
amount year-to-date(SLSYTD}. We would either roll up the 
screen to that field and press the Dup button or type in SLSYTD. 
However, to create an error later on type SLSYD instead of 
typing SLSYTD and press the Enter button. 

The column heading is asked for next. Type SALES Y-T-D and 
press the Enter button. To the prompt "ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD?" 
enter yes. 

One more field name must yet be defined. This would be the 
result of the price times the units year~to-date. Again, this 
is a field that we will be creating and which is not in our 
records. Therefore, again press Command Key 12 (the CMD key 
with the plus and equal key) to indicate that we are entering 
a new field. 

Again enter 10 positions - 2 decimals, for the first two prompts. 
The column heading entered is $ Y-T-D. Press Enter. "ACCUMULATE 
THIS FIELD?". Press Command Key 9 to indicate yes. 

Enter the first factor in result field (SLSYTD) and press Enter. 
Enter the next factor - PRICE. Key the operation MULT and press 
Enterc 
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The 'next factor' prompt receives a null response as there are 
no more factors to key at this point. The prompt then becomes 
"ENTER FIELD NAME". As. there are no more field names either 
from the record or to be created, enter a null response to this 
prompt. 

The next prompt asks if there are any control fields. As in 
the last exercise, indicate yes. This listing will include 
totals by class. Therefore one control field must be described -
CLASS. Enter CLASS to the "ENTER CONTROL FIELD NAME" prompt. 
The next prompt is also "ENTER CONTROL FIELD NAME". If there 
were to be another control field it would be entered at this 
point. However.we will use a null response to indicate that 
there will be none. 

"SHOULD FILE BE SORTED?" - yes. Enter' SORT FIELD NAME'. The 
file must be sorted into class in order to have our report 
print out by class. We also want to sort it into item number 
within each class so that these numbers will appear sequentially. 

The major field CLASS should be keyed first. Do that now. The 
next question asks, "IS IT ASCENDING?". Press Command Key 9 
for yes. Enter the next sort field - ITNUM. As it is also 
ascending, Command Key 9 is pressed to indicate yes to that 
prompt. We are asked for a third sort field. There are no more 
at this point. A null response should be taken. Press Enter. 

The prompt, "RECORDS BASED ON FIELD VALUES?" is asked. Again 
this will be addressed in Exercise 7. For now respond no. 

Now you should see the screen displaying the beginning of our 
specifications and asking us either to hit Command Key 7 or 
to update DFU specifications. It should resemble exactly 
Figure 7.3. 

,. 
*LIST *SUMMARY*DETAIL 
*KEY *PRINT ITEM NO 

2 *TITLE SALES REPORT 
01 * RECORD 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS. 

Figure 7.3 

Now let's print our DFU attributes and specifications by 
pressing Command Key 6. The printouts should be identical to 
Figures 7.4 and 7.5. 
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**** DFU ATTRIBUTES **** 

*FILE INVENT 52 
*KEY 6 7 

01 * RECORD 
*CODE C I 1 

ITNUM 6.0 7 
CLASS 2.0 9 
DESC 12 21 
PRICE 5.2 26 
ONHAND 5.0 31 
ONORD 5.0 36 
BKORD 5.0 41 
SLSMTD 5.0 46 
SLSYTD 5.0 51 
DCODE 1 52 

Figure 7.4 

**** DFU SPECIFICATIONS **** 

*LIST *SUMMARY*DETAIL 
*KEY *PRINT ITEM NO 

2 *TITLE SALES REPORT 
01 * RECORD 

* CLASS CLASS 
* DESC DESCRIPTION 
* PRICE PRICE 
*ADD SLSMTD SALES M-T-D 

10.2 *ADD *RESULT $ M-T-D 
ADD SLSMTD 
MULT PRICE 

*ADD SLSYD SALES Y-T-D 
10.2 *ADD *RBSUh~ $ Y-T-D 
ADD SLSYTD 
MULT PRICE 

* TOTAL CLASS 
*SORTA CLASS 
*SORTA ITNUM 

Figure 7.5 
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Now press Command Key 7 to indicate an end of job but remember 
that we have entered the field name for sales year-to-date 
incorrectly and that we will therefore have an error. 

Notice the flashing screen. Press Error Reset to stop the 
flashing. The fourth line on the screen is always the line 
in error. This will always be the case as DFU goes through 
its diagnostics. DFU 0135 identifies the exact cause and 
included is a brief description of the problem, 'UNDEFINED 
FIELD NAME IN DFU SPECIFICATION'. Look at Figure 7.6. 

10.2 *ADD *RESULT $ M-T-D 
~D SLSMTD 
MULT PRICE 

*ADD SLSYD SALES Y-T-D 
DFU 0135 
UNDEFINED FIELD NAME IN DFU SPEC 

Figure 7.6 

It shows the screen as it is now. If necessary, a further 
definition of the error can be obtained by looking in the 
Messages Guide - Utilities Program Product (SC21-7618). and 
looking for DFU error #0135. However, in this case we can 
tell from the six word message appearing on line 6 exactly what 
the problem is. The field SLSYD should actually be SLSYTD. 
SLSYD was not used in QINVEN and is therefore not in our DFU 
attributes. We must now change it. 

Notice the cursor is located at the first position of the line 
in error. To get to the field we want to change .press Field 
Advance twice until we are at the incorrectly entered field 
SLSYD. Now type over it SLSYTD and press the Record Advance 
button as the heading SALES Y-T-D is correct. The message 
'DFU DIAGNOSTICS ARE NOW IN PROGRESS' appears, indicating that 
DFU has accepted our change and is now continuing to look for 
yet other errors if there are any. There should be none and 
we should proceed with our program. 

"Again, complete information about reading and/or changing DFU 
specifications is contained in Chapter 10 of the DFU Reference 
Manual. 

Again the prompt appears asking whether we should sort the file. 
In Exercise 7 we will show you both alternatives in use. 
However, here in Exercise 6 simply type SORT and press the 
Enter button. The message 'YOUR FILE IS NOW BEING SORTED' 
appears on the screen. When the file has finished being 
sorted our listing will appear. Notice the printout. Compare 
it to Figure 7.7. 
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07/15/76 SALES REPORT PAGE 1 

ITEM NO CLASS DESCRIPTION PRICE SALES M-T-D $ M-T-D SALES Y-T-D $ Y-T-D 

123456 1 WRENCH 8.00 100 800.00 300 2400.00 
123462 1 PLIERS 4.25 75 318.75 150 637.50 
123464 1 HAMMER 3.00 150 450.00 500 1500.00 
123465 1 SAW 10.00 25 250.00 550 5500.00 

350 1818.75 1500 10037.50 * 

123459 2 NUTS 0.50 25 12.50 25 12.50 
123460 2 SCREWDRIVER 4.00 100 400.00 500 2000.00 

co 123463 2 SCREWS 0.30 100 30.00 600 180.00 
'..J 

225 442.50 1125 ·2192.50 * 

123458 3 BRUSH 2.50 0 0.00 50 125.00 
123461 3 BOLTS 0.75 10 7.50 10 7.50 

10 7.50 60 132.50 * 

123457 4 NAILS 0.50 25 12.50 300 150.00 

25 12.50 300 150.00 * 
610 2281.25 2985 12512.50 ** 

Figure 7.7 



Notice that all items from class I printed out first. Within 
class 1 the items are in order by item number. Similarly 
classes 2, 3 and 4 have printed out. For each class, totals 
have printed out for sales month-to-date, dollars month-to-date, 
sales year-to-date, and dollars year-to-date amounts in addition 
_to final totals for those four fields. In addition, dollar 
month-to-date and dollar year-to-date figures have been calcu
lated through multiplying price times sales month-to-date and 
sales year-to-date figures for each item. 
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EXERCISE 7 - LIST FUNCTION 

RECEIPT LISTING 

Exercise 7 will be a listing of item r~cords from the transaction 
file. The entire transaction file is shown again in Figure 8.1 
for reference purposes. It now includes those changes made 
during the update exercise (Exercise 3). 

TRANSACTION FILE 

REC DFU TRANS TRANS ITEM DELETE 
CODE KEY CODE DATE NO QUAN CODE 
(1) (2-6) (7) (8-13) (14-19) (20-24) (25) 

T 00010 I 081575 123456 40 

T 00020 I 080175 123458 10 

T 00030 A 080875 123458 50 

T 00040 R 080975 123458 500 

T 00050 A 081575 123459 lOO-

T 00060 A 080875 123460 50 

T 00070 I 080875 123462 50 

T 00080 R 080175 123463 300 

T 00085 I 080275 123463 250 

T 00090 R 081275 123463 200 

T 00100 R 080675 123464 500 

T 00110 R 080175 123465 500 

T 00120 R 080375 123468 100 D 

Figure 8.1 
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We will use two new facilities of DFU which have not been used 
in previous exercises. :r!_~_f3ot:_l ____ ~~~_~,!;t._,_~~~~.2t.:.~Y~,!y,_Jist only 
receipts from our transaction file (those transactions indicated 
by an R in position 7). In addition, while we are printing 
the transaction file we would like the item lines that are being 
listed to include the item description. The item description 
is only in the item master file. W_§. __ :wiJ~.l. ___ g.h~i_D . .Q:r9gnnect the 
t_~an§L~Qt,i~~ __ Jj-J:~ ... :J;:§_g.Q±g~L. tptQ.e.,.ir.+e 19. t:e.Q. ... map.t,erfi Ie records, 
take the description from the master file and include that in 
our printout of the transaction record. Our report will look 
like Figure 8.2. 

07/15/76 RECEIPT REPORT PAGE 1 

CODE DATE ITEM. NO DESCRIPTION QUAN 

R 80175 123463 SCREWS 300 
R 80175 123465 SAW· 500 
R 80675 123464 HAMMER 500 
R 80875 123458 BRUSH 500 
R 81275 123463 ,SCREWS 200 

QUAN 

2000 * 

Figure 8.2 

Now we will begin Exercise 7. Whereas before we had the option 
to enter a complete LIST command (or ENTER, UPDATE or INQUIRY 
command) with parameters or to respond to prompts which request 
the same information, in the case of a DFU program where we are 
chaining or connecting to a related master file, we must use the 
command with parameters. 

In addition, during this exercise we will take advantage of one 
more facility of DFU - the storing on disk of our DFU attributes 
and specifications so that they may be modified later on to create 
an entirely different program without having to go through the 
entire prompting sequence. The ability to do this is also predi
cated on using a command with parameters to start the job. 

The command we will enter is shown in Figure 8.3 '(do not enter 
it now); that is, LIST TRANS (the transaction file we will be 
listing), QEX7 (the format description), QTRANS (the source' 
member name) followed by the word SORT (or NOSORT) as we will . 
be sorting our output (The entry of SORT within the command 
vlill eliminate the prompt - "SHOULD THE FILE BE SORTED BEFORE 
LISTING?" from appearing after the prompt sequence and imme
diately before execution.), followed by two commas, the letters 
NY, QEX7S, and INVENT. 
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LIST TRANS,QEX7,QTRANS,SORT"NY,QEX7S,INVENT 

Figure 8.3 

*** 
NOTE: As each parameter has a specific position within the 

command (i.e., file name must be the first parameter, 
related master file the eighthJ etc.), commas must be 
inserted to separate even unused (blank) parameters 
so that the correct positional relationship of the 
parameters can be maintained. 

*** 
The NY that was entered relates to the saving of our DFU 
attributes and specifications. Entries at this point may have 
been NN, NY, YN, YY or GO. This will be the first exercise 
where we are saving our DFU attributes and specifications. 

This is not to be confused with the entry of QEX7 as the second 
parameter. What that is is an unrnodifiable module which resulted 
from entering our DFU specifications and gave us the ability 
to re-execute the program again without modification as we did 
during the inquiry exercise. 

Here,' however, we are also saving the DFU attributes and 
specifications. This gives us the added ability of modifying 
them later on if we wish. 

Of the NY entry the first position is used to indicate if the 
source member for our DFU attributes and specifications already 
exists. The N indicates no. If the first character was a Y, 
the indication would be yese The second character, which may 
also be a Y or an N, relates to what will happen with the 
resulting DFU specifications. If they are not to be saved, 
the second character would be an N. If they are to be saved, 
t~at character would be a Y. 

As you can see, there are four possible combinations which may 
be entered here depending on our needs. The fifth possibility 
GO indicates the specifications are already stored and we do 
not wish to change them. It is similar toa YN response 
except that there will not be an opportunity to modify the 
already existing specifications even temporarily. A YN entry 
would allow you to modify the specifications but not store 
the changed specifications. If the changes must also be 
stored, a YY entry would be used heree 

QEX7S is the name under which the DFU attributes and specifica
tions resulting from our entries for Exercise 7 will be stored. 
If a module is already stored (YY or YN), the sixth parameter 
would be the name with which it is stored. 
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The last parameter, INVENT, appears because we are going to 
use a related master file to provide descriptive information 
for our transaction listing, in this case the item description. 
The last parameter after the LIST command is used to name this 
file. 

NQW: .. ~.~Y. t.h~lJ!.$.':I:' cOInInaIlc1 as.~lJ:Qw:t:l ..... ~~ .. Figur~ 8.3 and press the 
Enter button to begin building our attributes. The message 
'DFU ATTRIBUTES ARE BEING BUILT' is displayed. This is followed 
by a new prompt; "KEY RPG II SOURCE NAME FOR ABOVE FILE". By 
keying in the LIST command with all its paramete~s we have 
eliminated the first three prompts that would normally appear 
(which request the file name, the format description name and 
the source member name). Now looking at your screen you will 
see above the request 'KEY RPG II SOURCE NAME FOR ABOVE FILE', 
the file name INVENT. 

This prompt is activated by our entry of INVENT in the LIST 
command indicating that a related master file must be chained 
to. DFU is now asking for the name of the source member which 
identifies this file. It is QIN~N. T'y'P.~ .. j;Jl~t.i.n.nQw.a.nd press 
:t.ila-En t.e.r .. J)ut,tQn • 

The next prompt caused by the related master file parameter 
is "ENTER FIELD NAME FROM MASTER FILE KEY". 'r.b~.IJ1~§~~:r:'.J~l.e 
k.ey __ i.s .. __ .I.TNJJM for i tern number. This can be seen by referring 
to your listings of QINVEN. ~nt.~:r:' .... I.'r:r~~UJ~.J10W. 

After those entries DFU continues to build the attributes and 
then we once again arrive at the prompt - uIS ... TllIS.A.SUMMARY 
LIST?". The answer to this is no as we only want a listing of 
the appropriate detail records and the final total. Press 
Command Key 10. 

The next question is "5HOU_L.D ... RECORD ... KEYS BE .. _PRIN~ED?n. This 
question should be answered no as the file we are referring 
to is the transaction file as can be seen on line 1 of the 
screens If you remember the keys for these records are DFU 
generated keys and have no bearing on the printout of our 
report. Therefore use Command Key 10 to answer no. 

Col~~ sEa_9_:i:!l9._",_Y~1~e.. ~ .. f).,.aga~n 2. ~J:!~~~ ... ImG~J!?+.q ... ~.~QRT.for. 
our title as this will be a listing of only our receipts from 
the transaction file. To the ".AN.¥J~~l~.L.P..S._l'JsOM .. _THIS __ ~GQRQ .... ~.x~~?n 
prompt - g,Jtswer yes. This is our transaction record and we 
will be printing from this record the following fields - the 
code which would be an R, the date, the item number, the 
description (taken from the master record) and the quantity. 

The first field name for our report ~~_CODE. It is already 
situated on line 4 of our screen. Therefore we need only press 
the Dup key to enter it on line 6. As the field name is appro
priate for the heading and the field is obviously not to be 
accumulated we would press Record Advance to indicate the end 
of entries describing that field. 
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The next field -is DATE. This can be obtained by pressing the 
roll-up key once to get DATE onto the fourth line, pressing 
the Dup key and again pressing Record Advance as no further 
entries are required. 

The next field, item number, can be entered by again rolling 
up the screen one time to ITNUM and pressing the Dup key 
followed by the Enter key as we will want to give it a new 
column heading - in this case ITEM NO. After entering ITEM NO, 
press Record Advance as we do not wish to accumulate this 
field. Don't forget we are now describing the transaction file. 
Item number is ,not the key for TRANS and therefore had to be 
defined separately as we have just done. 

The next field is from the master record - DESC. Type that in 
and press the Enter button. The column heading is asked for. 
At this point type in the word DESCRIPTION and press the Record 
Advance key as this field is not be accumulated. 

*** 
NOTE: Fields will always appear on the printout in the order 

in which they were entered. Their order within a 
record (or within two different records as is the case 
here) does not effect the printout. 

*** 
The next field we need is quantity. Type in QTY or use the 
roll-up key once and press the Dup key. Press the Enter 
button as we wish to enter a new heading - QUAN. Again press 
the Enter button as we wish to accumulate this field. Respond 
with Command Key 9 to the next prompt which asks us whether we 
want to accumulate the field. 

As this is the last field needed to be described for our 
printout, enter a null response to the next "ENTER FIELD NAME" 
promp~. Enter no to the next prompt - "ANY CONTROL FIELDS?" 
as this will not be a summary report. We are merely listing 
the detail records and obtaining a final total. 

The next prompt is "SHOULD THIS FILE BE SORTED?". Enter yes 
because we want to print out all the receipts in order by 
date. Press Command Key 9 and enter DATE when asked for the 
sort field name. Then depress Command Key 9 to indicate it 
is ascending and enter a null response to the next sort field 
name request. 
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*** 

NOTE: We can sort correctly on the six-position field DATE 
as the year is the same in each record (1975). If 
the year varied from record to record, it would 

*** 

have to be defined as a separate field in the source 
member (QTRANS)0 Then it could be entered as the first 
sort field in our responses in order to list the report 
in the proper sequence. Otherwise a record with a date 
of 080176 would print before one dated 081575. 

Now we come to the prompt seen earlier in other exercises -
ns_~:t:]1;~T_ RECQM.s. ... _BAS~.R .. "QtLJI'J~.;LDVALUES?... We only want to 
print those records that have an R in position 7; that is in 
the field CODE, as these are our receipts. Therefore, depress 
Command Key 9 to indicate - yes, we want to select records. 

A new prompt appears asking us the name of the select field. 
In this case it is CODE. Press the Enter button after 
entering CODEo The next question asks for the condition. In 
this case we want a CODE which is equal to R. Equal is 
indicated by the llil response. T.YP_e.. ___ t.b.J~-.t_i:n..".and __ -pr.e.s.s ... the 
EJJt.:~.f..Ql..!~1:_9n • 

The next question asks illS FACTOR 2 A CONSTANT?". Yes, it 
is an R that will be constant throughout the running of the 
program. We will always be comparing the code to an Rand 
looking for an equal condition. Answer yes~ 

*** 

NOTE: At another time, we might be comparing one field in a 
record to another 0 In this case, as both fields would 
be changing from one record to another, Factor 2 

*** 

would not be a constant. In this exercise an R is 
being compared to a field in every record. 

'+h§_~,?"t.:," .. P~Q.~I?!-....i!§'~~~_;9.;-_ .. ".th~ .. ~~ :t.;t;y C? f.t:hc:l.t .~Q~~~an t e 'rYP~ 
all. ___ B. Press the Enter button. Now we have finished describing 
our first select field. If there are no more select fields at 

, this time, we would enter a null response to the'prompt 
presently on the screen asking the next select field relation. 
However, in this exercise there is one other stipulation we 
wish to make. We do not want to print any records that have 
previously been deleted by a file update run. Any records with 
a D in position 25 should not be printed. Therefore, we have' 
entered only the first condition. 
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Since the second condition is an AND relationship (that is, 
both the first and the second condition must be satisfied in 
order to select the record), we will type in AND~ OR would 
have been entered if either the first or the second condition 
was sufficient to satisfy our requirement. Type in AND and 
press Enter. 

The next prompt asks for the name of the select field. In 
thJ_f3 .. caSEL __ i_t_j._~.I:?~9DE. Type that in and press the Enter 
button. Our condition is not equal - NE. "IS~~~_TQJ~: __ 2 .. A 
CO!~{~TAN_T? II • PrE~u;_s_.~9gt:mandKey . 9- indi~atingyes. Enter a 
Dto the next prompt to indicate thal: this 'is the constant 
which DCODE must not be equal to in order to satisfy our 
requirements. After doing that, DFU asks if there is yet 
another select field relationship. In this case, indicate 
no by entering our response as a null response by pressing 
the Enter keyo 

*** 
NOTE: Instead of indicating a coIlditionofDCODJ!: asn()tE:qual 

f~Q-.~:1?·~·.:-w~-'·cour'I---haveresponctecr·"by .iil:Cilca1:.ing DCObE' should 
be ~_gualto a blank. Either method would have suf,ficed ... ·· 

*** 
At this point we have the option of pressing the End of Job key 
or updating DFU specifications. First, press Command Key 6 to 
print our DFU specifications. Having done that press Command 
Key 7 to end the job. 

The message 'DFU DIAGNOSTICS ARE NOW IN PROGRESS' appears. 
There should be no diagnostics and the screen should soon state 
'YOUR DATA FILE IS NOW BEING SORTED'. Notice that we are not 
asked at this point if the file is to be sorted. This was 
because we entered SORT in our command at the beginning of 
Exercise 7 when we typed LIST with its parameters. Therefore 
the data file is automaticall'y being sorted now. The resulting 
printout should be identical to Figure 8.4. 
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07/15/76 RECEIPT REPORT PAGE 1 

CODE DATE ITEM NO DESCRIPTION QUAN 

R 80175 123463 SCREWS 300 
R 80175 123465 SAW 500 
R 80675 123464 HAMMER 500 
R 80875 123458 BRUSH 500 
R 81275 123463 SCREWS 200 

QUAN 

2000 * 

Figure 8.4 

Now let us show an example of the advantage of having stored 
the unmodifiable machine readable results of our DFU specifi
cations as QEX7 rather than using #DFUOBJ. Re-enter the LIST 
command except this time we do not want the records sorted. 
Instead, we want the records to print out in item number 
sequence - the order in which they actually exist on the file. 

The report we have just printed came from a temporary file into 
which the records were sorted and made available for writing 
out the report. This time we will print directly from the data 
file TRANS which is in order strictly by item number. The LIST 
command to do this is shown below. 

LIST TRANS,QEX7"NOSORT""INVENT 

*** 
NOTE: 

1. The source member name which holds the transaction 
file's RPG II specifications (QTRANS) does not have 
to be indicated here. It is only needed when you 
are creating the format description. As QEX7 was 
created by responding to the prompts before we ran 
the first receipt report, it is not necessary to 
specify QTRANS again. 

2. As we are neither creating nor modifying stored DFU 
attributes and specifications during. this run, there 
is no need to enter parameters for this. Therefore, 
neither parameters for creating or using a library 
member (NY, NN, YN, YY, GO) nor naming it (QEX7S) 
are required. 
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*** 

3. Notice that when parameters are removed from the 
command, all commas remain so that DFU knows the 
placement of all succeeding parameters. 

Enter the LIST command now. Soon a message will appear on the 
screen that NOSORT is inconsistent with format. To stop the 
screen from flashing press the Error Reset key. Our format 
indicated that we would sort TRANS. This was indicated by our 
response yes to the prompt - "WILL THIS FILE BE SORTED?". The 
message we receive now is only a warning indicating that there 
is a discrepancy. An option of 0 should be taken to ignore 
the warning and continue with the job without sorting the file. 

Again more information on any specific DFU error messages 
which you may encounter can be found in the System/32 utilities 
Messages manual. Take a 0 option to the halt now and press 
the Enter buttonQ Notice our report has just printed out 
again - this time in item nQmber sequence as shown in Figure 8.5. 

07/15/76 RECEIPT REPORT PAGE 1 

CODE DATE ITEM NO DESCRIPTION QUAN 

R 80875 123458 BRUSH 500 
R 80175 123463 SCREWS 300 
R 81275 123463 SCREWS 200 
R 80675 123464 HAMMER 500 
R 80175 123465 SAW 500 

QUAN 

2000 * 

Figure 8.5 

While the benefits of this flexibility are not so obvious with 
a file this small, remember that many files will be quite a bit 
larger and the sequence in which items are listed can make 
them more easily readable. 

Now we will take advantage of the option available to store the 
DFU attributes and specifications for a particular job as we 
have done in this exercise. Let's say we required a similar 
listing except for issues which are indicated by an I in the 
code field or position 7 of your TRANS file. If we did not 
have the ability to store and modify DFU specifications we 
would have to go through the entire series of prompts again. 
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However, from our previous LIST command used when we ran the job 
the first time, the NY parameter indicated that we did not 
have DFU attributes and specifications stored at the beginning 
of the job (NY) but we did at the end (NY) and they are stored 
under the name' QEX7S. Therefore, all that is needed is to 
re-enter the LIST command as befo~e wi~h the exception of 
changing the NY parameter to YN. 

The first letter of the parameter (Y) now indicates that the 
DFU attributes and specifications are stored on the disk (under 
the name QEX7S). The N indicates that we' do not want to store 
any changes that we will make at· this time to that module. A 
Y here would change the program to print out only issues in 
the future. We want it to be permanently stored to print out 
only receipts and will change it only this time for issues. 

Hence N is the second character in the parameter. Because a 
Y was entered as the first character of this parameter DFU 
will now give us an opportunity to change our specifications 
for this run only. 

Another change we must make in addition to entering YN instead 
of NY is to change QEX7 to another name. QEX7 is already 
stored as a program which will print out receipts. By entering 
QEX8 instead (which does not presently exist), the system will 
know that we wish to create changes in the existing specifica
tions (QEX7S) and store it in unmodifiable code separately as 
QEX8. Again the entry of QEX8 as the second parameter will 
only cause the object code which is unalterable by the operator 
to be stored. Thereby the 'ISSUE' program could be run again 
but the specifications which we will be creating for it will 
not be stored (a YY entry would store it but eliminate the old 
entry) and further modifications to create other programs would 
be made to the specifications for the 'RECEIPT' program. 

Therefore change the second parameter QEX7 to QEX8 which does 
not as of now exist. Notice that with a single set of stored 
attributes and specifications we can easily create many 
different programs by modifying that code. 

We will leave the NOSORT parameter as it is. Now enter the 
LIST command as shown below. 

LIST TRANS,QEX8,QTRANS,NOSORT, ,YN,QEX7S, INVENT 

The first prompt after the entry of the command asks the source 
member name of the related file to which we again key in QINVEN. 
If we were not using a related master file no prompts would 
appear at all. Again the next prompt asks for the name of the 
record key - to which we again key in ITNUM. After doing that, 
all subsequent prompts are skipped and we go right to that point 
where we may press the End of Job key or update the specifications. 
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· At this point we wish to update the specifications. As the 
first four lines of our specifications are displayed and we 
want to change the constant R to the constant I press the 
roll-up key until we come to that line. Refer to Figure 8.6 
for guidance. 

**** DFU SPECIFICATIONS **** 

2 
01 

~D 

*LIST * RECORD 
*KEY 
*TITLE RECEIPT 
* RECORD 
* CODE 
* DATE 
* ITNUM 
* DESC 
*ADD QTY 
*SORTA DATE 
*SELECT CODE 

R 
*SELECT DCODE 

D 

Figure 8.6 

*DETAIL 

REPORT 

CODE 
DATE 
ITEM NO 
DESCRIPTION 
QUAN 

EQ 

NE 

Eight taps of the roll-up button should bring you to the line 
where there is only the letter R. This immediately follows the 
line which states SELECT CODE EQ so we know that this is the 
line we want to change. 

These two lines taken in conjunction state SELECT those records 
where the field CODE is EQ (equal) to an ~. 

Press Field Advance twice to posit~on the cursor underneath 
the R. Type an I, press Field Advance again and then Record 
Advance to record our change. 

Don't forget one other change we have to make. The title of 
the report should be changed from RECEIPT REPORT to ISSUE REPORT. 
To do this, press the roll-down button until we come to the 
title line (the third line of our specifications). Press Field 
Advance twice to position the cursor under the title RECEIPT 
REPORT. Then type ISSUE REPORT directly over it remembering 
to blank out the final Rand T which have not been overlapped 
because of the shorter entry. Then, press Field Advance and 
Record Advance to record the change. 
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As there are no more changes to be done we may now press the 
EOJ key, Command Key 7, to indicate that we are at an end of 
job and that we are to begin execution. Again the message 'DFU 
DIAGNOSTICS ARE NOW IN PROGRESS', appears and this is again 
followed by the warning th~t the entry NOSORT on our command 
is inconsistent with the format. Press the Error Reset key, 
key a zero to ignore the warning and the report will begin 
printing the unsorted records. 

All our issues have now printed out in item number sequence 
as shown in Figure 8.7 as we specified NOSORT. 

07/15/76 ISSUE REPORT PAGE 1 

CODE DATE ITEM NO DESCRIPTION QUAN 

I 81575 123456 WRENCH 40 
I 80175 123458 BRUSH 10 
I 80875 123462 PLIERS 50 
I 80275 123463 SCREWS 250 

QUAN 

350 * 

Figure 8 .. 7 

You have now completed the last exercise in the course and have 
been introduced to all of the facilities of DFU. Of course, 
the brevity of the course does not allow introduction to every 
possibility that might happen while you are running DFU. Its 
intention is to make you feel comfortable with the exercises 
herein and also leave you able to reference the appropriate 
manuals when necessary in order to obtain additional information. 

You should clear the System/32 of the information you stored in it 
during this course. If you were able to use the names of the data 
files and exercise members as printed in the course the following 
commands will clear the system of all practice information. If, 
because your company had already used any of the suggested names 
you had to use names of your choice, simply substitute the names 
you used in these commands to clear the system. 

DELETE 
DELETE 
REMOVE 
REMOVE 
REMOVE 

INVENT,Fl" 
TRANS,Fl 
QINVEN 
QTRANS 
QEX7S 

REMOVE 
REMOVE 
REMOVE 
REMOVE 

100 

QEXl,LOAD 
QEX2,LOAD 
QEX3,LOAD 
QEX4,LOAD 

REMOVE 
REMOVE 
REMOVE 
REMOVE 

QEX5,LOAD 
QEX6,LOAD 
QEX7,LOAD 
QEXS,LOAD 
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